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Ferguson says
she's surprised,
honored to
follow Cavitt

CCPL
board
discusses
meeting
complaint

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It took Linda Cavitt about
three hours Tuesday to finally
have the chance to tell Amy
Ferguson that her professional
life was changing.
However,
that
chance
finally came
for
Cavitt,
longtime public
health
director for the
Calloway
County Health
Department, to
Ferguson
tell Ferguson.a
dietitian at the
department the past several
years,that the Calloway County
Board of Health had selected
her to succeed Cavitt, who will
retire Aug. 1.
"S hocked."
was
how
Ferguson described her reaction
to Caves notification, which
came about three hours after the
board's decision was rendered
inside a meeting room at the
department, even
though
Ferguson had been in the office
all day Tuesday. She had just
been too busy with cases, mainly with her duties of leading the
department's Women, Infants
and Children program. and
could not reach a stopping place

•See Page 2A
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Rejoice with those who
rejoice; mourn with those
who mourn.
Romans 12:15
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Staff Wnter

Walcomo Ihmoma!
KELSEY RANDOLPH / Ledger & Times
Jay Rogers of Murray waves from the passenger seat of a vehicle Wednesday afternoon as he returns home from a lengthy
stay at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville, Tennessee. Rogers was seriously burned on April 24 in an explosion at the Silver Trail Distillery in southern Marshall County. Rogers was one of two people injured that day, along with Kyle
Rogers, also of Murray. Kyle eventually died from his injuries a few weeks after arriving at Vanderbilt.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The Rotary Club of Murray now has
its date and time set for its history-making switch to a nighttime Christmas
Parade.
Donna Poston, who has coordinated
the last 10 parades for the club,said this
year's event on Main Street will begin at
5 p.m. on Dec. 5. She said the route will

not change, as the parade will begin at
Memorial Baptist Church at the interaection of 10th Street and roll east
through the court square before ending
at the Briggs & Stratton plant at the
intersection of L.P. Miller Street.
"We're thinking this is going to be
very well-attended and there's going to
be a lot of excftement with it going to
night," Poston said Wednesday. one day
after a committee for the parade met and

determined the date."Having an event at
this time of year means you're going to
be going against a lot of other activities
on any given day. but we're going with
the idea of just setting a date and going
with it."
Poston said she already knows the
parade will happen on the same day as a
home men's basketball contest between
Murray State and Evansville, though the
time of the game has not been deter-

mined. In addition, that will mark the
traditional live nativity display at the
Cherry Exposition Center.
In addition, the annual Christmas concert of the Town & Gown Community
Band traditionally is scheduled for the
first Saturday evening in December at
First Baptist Church.
Poston also said no decision has been

•See Page 2A

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's overall patient satisfaction score is a full point ahead of each of the previous two
years, CEO Jerry Penner said Wednesday.
In the monthly meeting of the Murray-Calloway County
Public Hospital Corporation Board of Trustees, Penner
revealed that MCCH's 91.4 score for the month of May is 1.0
points ahead of scores recorded for the same month in both
2014 and 2013. Interestingly, he said, this came after a slip to
88 3 in the month of April.
"This is important, though, because as we get better, you've
got other hospitals trying to do the same thing. There's a lot
of competition out there and we have to be able to run with
the pack, and,even better, ahead of it." Penner said.
Those scores are compiled by a national group - Press
Ganey.
Several statistics saw significant improvement from April to

•See Page 2A

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
PICKUP TRUCK FIRE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to a truck fire on Alma
Shiloh Road northeast of Murray early Wednesday afternoon. The fire was extinguished with
the brush truck upon arrival, CCFR Chief Tommy Morgan said.
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Patient satisfaction
numbers continue
strong for MCCH
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The Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees met
Wednesday for a special-called
meeting to discuss an open
meetings complaint that was
filed by Trustee Ricky Lainkin.
DuriNg Wednesday's meeting, Boakt
.
Chair Teresa Betts
read from several letters she
and Lamkin exchanged after
the board voted on June 10 to
select a total of four nominees
to fill two seats on the board.
At that meeting, the board
voted to submit to Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins the names of James
Burkeen and Ryan Allessi as
possibilities to fill one seat,
and Ann Landini and former
board chair Nancy Mieure as
possibilities to fill the other

Rotary Christmas Parade goes to nighttime on Dec. 5
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clear, with a low around 63.
North wind 7 to 11 mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 81. North northwest wind
around 8 mph.
Sunday
Night:
Partly
cloudy, with a tow around 64.
North northwest wind around 6
mph becoming south after
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midnight.

Daly Forecast

Monday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
82. Southwest wind 7 to 11

The National Weather Service
Thursday: Sunny, with n;
high near 96. Heat index vall
ues as high as 105. Watt'
southwest wind 5 to 11 mph.
Thursday Night: A 30 per—
cent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly cloudy,
with a low around 74.
Southwest wind around 7
mph.
Friday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 87. West viiintla
5 rnOh.
Friday Night: Showers and
thunderstorms. Low around
69. Northwest wind 5 to 8 mph
becoming south after midnight. Chance of precipitation
is 80 percent.
Saturday: A 20 percent •
chance of showers-and thun-..
derstorms before 1pm. Partly
sunny, with a high near 79.
North wind 11 to 14 mph, with
gusts as high as 21 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly

Special

mph.

Monday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 68. South southwest
wind around 9 mph.
Tuesday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
85. West southwest wind 9 to
11 mph.
Tuesday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms,
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 70. South southwest
wind around 10 mph.
Wednesday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
.435. Southwest wind 9 to 11

HAWKINS TEAGUE/ Ledger E. Times
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641 NORTH WRECK: The Calloway Cotway
Olckured responding to a collision on U.S. 641 North
Wednesday afternoon just north of KY 80. No infornation was avaislabWat press tifne Wednesday.
row,
"

III Parade...

May. he said, including the
MCCH emergency department,
whose three-point rise vaulted it
to a score of 93.1 in May.
"And that is the toughest area
to get numbers like that,"
Penner said of how that department's clientele are usually in a
less than happy mood when they
seek treatment.
Ambulatory surgery is also an
area that is a strong numbers
producer for MCCH. In fact, in
a patient-centered excellence,
rating report compileiterth
kospital by the Hospital
consumer
Assessment
of
Healthcare
Providers
and
Systems, that service scored
96.5, which ranks it in the 93rd
percentile of all establishments
in the country.
Yet when it comes to patient
satisfaction figures, that department's performaike is only
good enough for the 75th percentile.
, "That is a very competitive
area. I mean, they had to knock
it out of the park just to make
the 75th percentile," Penner
said."The problem in a category like that, though, is that you
Can lose just .2 or .3 points and
'tumble 3O or 40 places real
'quickly. It's a tough, tough
!deal."
Penner also reported that the
MCCH blood bank received
:very positive news Tuesday. An
examination from an Outside
authority revealed no deficiencies with the blood bank for the
past 12 months.
To help ensure that uch
scores continue for the hospital,
A new regulatory compliance
committee has been , formed.
,Mary Sue Hubbard. MCCH's
quality management coordina-

tot, said that committee will feature 14 key function committees, which are multidisciplinary committees that assure that
all important functions are performed effectively and appropriately.
"We're not just looking at key
function committees here,
though. It's about individuals
too," Hubbard said, singling out
one of the groups - the Patient
Rights and Organizational
Ethics Committee.
- •
"That committee is_going tct
have three of our board members and three doctors looking at
patients' rights right across the
board," said Sandy Dick,
MCCH's vice president for
Long Term Care,noting that this
committee and many of the
other key function groups are
receiving guidance from MCCH
attorney Chip Adams. "With
quality these days, one of the
big things that goes into this is,
'What have you done? How are
you trying to improve?' Also
you're asking who should be on
the committee and who maybe
shouldn't be. We're realizing
there will be some challenges
along the way, but we're also
going with the old philosophy
that the customer is always
right."
Hubliord also said that all hospitals, as stipulated by the
Affordable Care Act, are
ordered to be pat of a patient
safety organization. She said the
MCCH has becomes part of an
organization under the leadership of the Kentucky Hospital
Association. II

JOHN *MIGHT / Ledger 8. Times
Calloway County Health Department Public Health Director Linda Cavitt, left, checks
brochures with her successor Amy Ferguson Wednesday morning at the department office in
Murray. The Calloway County Board of Health named Ferguson as new director Tuesday.

III Ferguson surprised, honored...
From Front
long enough for Cavitt to tell
her.
"Yeah, it was one of those
days where people kept coming
in, but I just couldn't believe
(ht board) chose me,"
Fliguso
- n said Wednesday. "I
figured there were a lot of other
candidates that were as qualified
for this as I was, if not more. I
guess I'm still processing the
fact that I'll be the next public
health director here."
Cavitt announced her intentions to retire in February and
said she did that to allow enough
time for a new director to be
named and allow her have some

The Region's
Newest....

time to assist with the tra' nsition. ent hat and she knows about
She repeated her ,thoughts from that. In fact, we're going to have
a Wednesday story in The a management team meeting
Murray Ledger & Times that she (next Wednesday) to discuss all
is very happy with Ferguson's of the hats that I wear, and I
selection, namely because of her think she's going to adjust to it
familiarity with the department. pretty easily," Cavitt said.
"She is big on community
Cavitt will depart in August
health improvement and I think having
served as director the
she's proven that," Cavitt said of
past 16 years. She is a 26-year
how Ferguson. a 13-year veterveteran in health care. She also
an in health care, not only coorsaid she will be only a phone
dinates WIC but also heads the
call away if her successor has
department's Continuity of
questions.
Operations team, serves as dia"Oh, I've got about 100 of
betes education coordinator and
those,
maybe 150," Ferguson
also is serving on the Murraysaid.
"This
is a big transition,
Calloway County Health Care
but
I
do
like
the fact that I
Consortium. She already is
helping write the department's already know nearly everyone
comprehensive strategic plan here, and one thing Linda has
and serves on the consortium's instilled in us is the importance
of teamwork. We all work well
obesity task force.
"From day to day, everybody together, so I think that's going
here may have a different tide. to serve us really well as I begin
You may have to wear a differ- my duties as director." II
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made as to whether the parade
will coincide with the annual
Main Street Merriment celebration downtown.
"We were looking at the second Saturday, too, but it is our
understanding that both the
Murray and Calloway County
(high school) bands would not
be available," Poston said.
"We've tried that once,and that
was like an eyesore."
However, Poston is very sure
about two things. First, she said
all units participating will be
required to display lights to fit
in with the season, simply
because, without them, no one
will be able to see the units.
The second has to do with
candy.
"One of the mai .ssues we
had in discussing this,was safety, and I've noticecrthrough the
years, during our daylight
parades, kids getting loose and
going in front of the floats or
trucks or cars, to get candy that
has landed on the street. There
absolutely can be no thrown
candy for a night parade," she
said, emphasizing the need for
parents to keep their children
on the sidewalks and out of the
path of the approaching unitsI

MCCH seeks opinions
through focus groups
Tuesday at Chamber
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is offering the public
the chance to participate in a
series of community focus
groups next week.
The focus groups sessions
will be hosted at the office fo
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce on
North 12th Street.
Sessions are planned for
Tuesday with the first session
scheduled for 8-9:30 a.m., followed by the second session
from 10-11:30. Other sessions
will follow from 1-2:30 p.m.
and 2:30-4 p.m.
MCCH said it is hosting the
focus groups as a way to
improve health care services
provided in the region.
Refreshments will be served.
RSVP is suggested. To
become a member of the focus
groups, contact Melony Bray,
MCCH director of Planning &
Marketing, at 270-762-1381 or
Hazel Morton in MCCH's
administration office at 270762-1102. •
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Mow ith an Attitude.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

Doi.A rf BLOOD
Remodeled throughout & TURN KEY READY! A 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, living room, dining room, den,
utility, attached garage (heated and cooled), huge patio. A
must see at $235,000!

TAKE A TOUR!
www.tiptoppropertiesmurray.com
Gerry Puckett - 270-978-0827

TIP TOP

Western Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway County
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
WKMS announces special
programs for July 4 week

& Times
North

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's listener-supported 'public radio
service WKMS-FM celebrates
Independence Day with unique
programs July 3-5.
The broadcasts ifiCtude the
story of southern singer. and
pianist Marcia Ball, the WKMS
recent documentary on Western
Kentucky Steel, a four-hour
"virtual" Rhythm and Blues
concert produced by Dr. Bob
Lochte and reuniting former
WKMS hosts John Griffin and
Jim Carpenter, the powerful
story of a Vietnam-era paratrooper
unit from
Fort
Campbell, and more regional
music with The Alonzo
Pennington Band.

FRI.
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WIATERS TFR ARLIN CHARLES
BUTTERM311111 BROWN
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•11 a.m. — Marcia Ball,Live
at Murphy Auditorium
Hear a performance by
Grammy-nominated
Marcia
Ball, recorded by friends, at
WNIN-Evansville, and their
Regional Voices series. The
singer and pianist knows how to
raise roofs and,tear down walls
with her infectious, intelligent
and deeply emotional brand of
southern boogie, zydeco, roadhouse blues and heartfelt ballads. Her piano playing and passionate vocals fuse New
Orleans and Gulf Coast R&B
with Austin's deep songwriting
tradition into a sound that's
been described as "a little rock,
a lot of roll, a pinch of rhythm
and a handful of blues." This
program,preempts the first hour
of Soundslipod
• ivon, — 'Western
Kentucky A Birthplace of
Steel"
Enjoy an encore airing of
"Western
Kentucky
A
Birthplace of Steel." It's about
the history and mystery of western Kentucky's early 19th century iron industry and how one of
the men behind it, inventor
William Kelly, developed the
process of refining iron into
steel. Research on this topic by
WKMS was inspired by a successful nomination authored by
MSU Chemistry professor Dr.
Bommanna Loganathan that
resulted in Kentucky's first ever
National Historic Chemical
Landmark designation from the
American Chemical Society.,
This program preempts- the
second hour of "Sounds Good."
• 7-11 p.m. — "Fireworks
Rhythm & Blues Review"
It's the greatest rhythm and
blues festival that never happened! The Fireworks Rhythm
and Blues Revue is a "virtual"
concert from the make-believe
"Roger
Reichmuth
Amphitheater"
on
the
Southwest Campus of Murray
State University. John "Johnny
B." Griffin and Jim "Michigan

hosting the
a way to
e services
region.
served.
ested. To
f the focus
lony Bray,
Planning &
762-1381 or
MCCH's
cc at 270-

dean
Dross

I Chapter
County
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Jimmy" Carpenter are the cohosts for the show. For many
years the pair produced the popular program Stateline Blues
Saturday nights on WKMS.
This is their first reunion in
more than 15 years.
"'The Fireworks Rhythm and
Blues Revue'combines archival
sound from live performance
recordings with environmental
sound effects and announcers to
create an immersive experience
for the listener," said producer
Dr. Bob Loci*, "And it's a
unique opportunity to, hear so
many great performers, many of
them now deceased, play and
react to a live audience."
Featured artists inclucitik-Ray
Charles, Aretha Franklin, B.B.
King, James Brown,Stevie Ray
Vaughn, Etta James, and many
more legendary rhythm and
blues stars.
This
program
preempts
"World Cafe" and "House
Blend."
Saturday,July 4
INDEPENDENCE DAY
• 3 p.m. — "We've Never
Been The Same — A War
Story"
It is an honor to share this special documentary, produced by
journalist Adam Fiore, about the
men who served in Delta
Company, a Vietnam-era paratrooper unit. At Fort Campbell
before deployment, Delta was a
ragtag bunch as one of their fellow soldiers put it, but on the
night of March 18, 1968, they
became heroes. Their leader
received the Medal of Honor
and two others were awarded

the nation's second highest
honor, the
Distinguished
Service Cross,for their valor on
the night thecompany endured
a long and devastating battlenot as long or as devastating,
however, as the years that followed, after the men of Delta
Company came home separate
It to live alone with the memories.
Producer Adam !nore says,
"These itijrs went to Vietnam,
and in the aftermath-of the Tet
Offensive,they stumbled upon a
North Vietnamese base camp
And they were outnumbered 20
one. They became a company
of heroes." Piore became dedicated to this group of men and
to their common story of trauma, guilt, courage, heartbreak
and reunion. This program preempts "This American Life."

• 1 p.m. — Alzono
Pennington Band Concert
Enjoy the Alonzo Pennington
Band in a performance from
historic Wrather Museum
Auditorium at Murray State
University recorded September
30 of last year. Alonzo and his
band play a variety of classic
songs including "The NinePound Hammer." St. Thomas
and Stevie Wonder's classic
"Superstition" as well as original tracks from his album Born
With Nothing. Thanks go to
Justin
Patton
of
MSU
Recording Services for recording the concert. This program
preempts "The Jazz Man
Show."•

June 26th 4:30-6:30
For more Information, call 270-759-1555
41011 905 Glendale Rd. Murray, KY 42
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by Robert M. Edsel
with Bret Witter
CCPL's Book to Movie Book
Club June selection was "The
Monuments
Men: Allied
Heroes,
Nazi
Thieves, and
the Greatest
Treasure
Hunt
in
History" by
Robert M.
Fri I. This
non-fiction
title gffered
13y SANDY MN
group memGuest Writer
bets,a fascinating glimpse into Adolf Hitler's
plan to claim the finest art treasures in Europe to create his
Ftlhrermuseum.
Robert M. Edsel writes that as
a young man, Adolf Hitler had
once dreamed of being an artist
and architect. This dream was
crushed when his application to

the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
was rejected. According to Else!,
Hitler felt certain that his rejection
had come from Jews who called
themselves art experts.
During the 1920s, Hitler began
amassing his own personal collection of art treasures. In 1938, he
began to consider the idea of creating an art museum in his adopted hometown of Linz, Austria. His
museum would be known as the
Fahrermuseum and would be the
largest and most spectacular art
museum in the world. The
FUhrermuseum would be his artistic legacy and would also vindicate his rejection form the
Academy of Fine Arts Vienna.
Hitler began cataloguing the art he
would collect as well as the art he
would destroy: "degenerate works
of art by Jews and modern artists."
In an effort to prevent the
destruction of priceless art, a special Allied forces unit called the
Monuments Men was formed.
This special force, comprised of
American and British museum
directors, curators and art historians was sent behind enemy lines
to locate and recover some of the
world's greatest artistic masterpieces which included paintings
by Leonardo cis Vinci, Jan
Vermeer and Rembrandt, and
sculptures by Michelangelo and
bonatello. The Monuments Men's
mission becomes a "race against
time" as the Third Reich begins to
fall and the German army is
ordered to destroy every piece of
art in their possession.
"The Monuments Men" is recommended for art lovers and those

j

who enjoy military history and
stories of real-life heroes.
The film adaptation of the
book, which was co-written and
directed by George Clooney, was
released in 2014. The film stars
George Clooney, Cate Blanchert.'
Matt Damon, Bill Murray, John •
Goodman,and Jean Dujardin.
Robert M. Edsel is also the ,
New York Times bestselling author of the non-fiction books
"Rescuing Da Vinci" and "Saving_
Italy,"which tells the story of the;
Monuments Men during thee;
Italian campaigning, the near
destruction of The Last Supperand a secret Nazi surrender that
imperiled the nation's treasures.
To learn more about CCPL`
Book Clubs, programs and events"
please visit the library at 710 Main
Street, Murray, KY or www.callowaycountylibrary.org.
CCPL Book to Movie Book ,
Club June Selection

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
79.733.co$04t: wssrw.slip,properl

Sunday,July 5

Come celebrate with our residents and associates
as we become Brookdale Murray
and enjoy an old-fashioned picnic
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COMMUNITY
Winchester named May Rotary
Club Student of the Month at MHS
Special to the Ledger
Jon Ryne Winchester was
selected as the May Murray
High School Rotary club
Stuaht of the Month by the
Murray High School faculty.
He was selected as the 2015
male senior superlative "Best
All Around" by his peers. He
was a National Honor Society
inductee, a member of Future
Business Leaders of America,
Beta Club and Fellowship of
Christian Athletes.
Winchester was a four-year
member of the MHS Varsity
Football team and a team captain, his junior and senior year
He was also a member of the Winchester
varsity baseball team and the
MHS Dog Pound during his four years of high school and served as
honorary captain during his senior year. He is a three-ear Kentucky

High School Athletic Association recipient of the Academic AllState First Team in football and a 2014 KHSAA Class 2-A AllWestern Kentucky Conference.
A Peer Mentor at MHS who assisted with special education
instruction, Winchester also participated in many community volunteer efforts including recycling, ALS/American Heart Walks and a
Relay for Life participant.
Winchester plans to pursue a bachelor's degree in either agriculture or education at Murray State University and is the recipient of
the MSU University Academic Scholarship and Presidential
Academic Award.
A seasonal worker on the Stahler Dairy and Poultry Farm,
Winchester assisted in many responsibilities on the farm until it
recently ceased operation. He is a member of Glendale Road Church
of Christ and the son of Donnie and Gina Winchester of Murray.
Winchester described his Murray High School career as some of
the best years of his life. "Leaving something that has become so
familiar to me will be extremely difficult but along with change
comes excitement. Although attending college is very demanding
and will cause me much stress, I am eager to see what the future
holds. To me,earning a degree and,establishing a career for mysaff
will be one of the most reward/rig things I ever do."

Cool Critters Day to be at Land Between the Lakes
Special to the Ledger
Cool Critters Day at Woodlands Nature Station in Land Between
the Lakes provides a chance to get an tip-close look at birds, bugs,
snakes, turtles and more on Saturday. July 11,from 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. Event admission is $5 per person; ages four and under are free.
All programs are included with admission.
See live tropical birds up-close, pose for a picture with a snake,
touch a tarantula and stare down a snapping turtle. A variety of live
animal programs and exhibits, as well as kids' games, crafts, visits
from Smokey Bear and other animal-inspired activities will be
available throughout the day. A complete schedule can be found on
at
online
page
event
the
www.landbetweenthelakes.us/calendar/cool-critters-day/
Special guests include:
• Insect Road Show with the University of Kentucky's
Department of Entomology, ongoing from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Visiting Entomologist Ric Bessin will introduce critters such as a
tarantula, giant millipede, walking stick bug and more.
• Cool Critters of the World with the Nature History Educational
Company of Midsouth at 11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. Meet a fruit bat,
Gila monster, Eurasian eagle and a few other surprise critters and
discover the cool ways these awesome animals survive and how the
public can protect them in the wild.
• Beautiful Birds: Tropical & Exotic from Nashville Zoo's
Wildlife on Wheels. Alison Rihs will present a live exotic tropical
EMI]y Hildebrand and
Joseph Rega • May 2.20/5
Christine Richardson and
Ales Sircy• May 15.2015
Colleen Rickabasigh and
Denny McFadden
May 23. 2015
Laurel Martin and
Shawn Kinsey • May 30.20/5
Mn Taylor and Clint Joiner
May 30. 2015
Breanna Maupin and
Austin Thompson
June 20. 20/5
Mallory Evans and Josh Bybee
July 11. 2015
bndey Hunt and
Landon Russell•July IN, 2015
Megan Brown and
Andrew Falder
Sept. 13.20/5
Kayla Houston and Clayton
%then •Sept 26,2015
Amy Meloan and Dale Swift
Sept. 26, 2015
Claire Pitman and Steven Ivy
Oct. 17.2015
Annie Vandiver and
Aaron Dail• Oct 24, 2013
Taylor Alvey and Adam Melton
Dec. 12.2015

ir

1203 B Chestnut St • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Shop their bridal registry and other
items online at: www.vintagerose corn

birds program at noon. See these beautiful birds up-close, discover
more about their lives in their native habitats and find out what challenges they face.
• Radical Reptiles from the Kentucky Reptile Zoo at 2 p.m. Meet
a variety of reptiles from around the globe and explore the diversity
of the reptilian world. Learn what makes each animal unique, how
it survives in its environment, and the important role it plays in

DATEBOOK
Garland reunion planned

Picnic to be at Brookdale

Brookdale Murray, Senior Living Solution
Emeritus of Murray) will have a old(formerly
Martha
from 4:30Finney Andrus, fashioned picnic on Friday, June 26,
celecome
to
invited
is
public
The
p.m.
6:30
Community
brate with the residents and associates on
editor
becoming Brookdale Murray at 905 Glendale
Road. For more information, call 270-759-1555.

Datebook

Knit-wits will meet

The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, June 26, at 1 p.m., in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
call
and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information,
Dot at 270-293-5588.

Radio Club to hold demonstration

The Murray State University Amateur Radio Club will be
demonstrating amateur radio at the Arboretum at Murray State
University on the Hutson School of Agriculture's Pullen Farm on
Saturday. June 27,beginning at 1 p.m. The public is invited to come
and see ham radio's new capabilities and learn how to get their own
FCC radio license.

Reception for Cobb on Friday

The public is invited to attend a retirement reception for Teri
Cobb. activity director for the past 20 years for the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens Center, on Friday, June 26, at 1
p.m. in the dining room of the center. Please RSVP to
mbradley 10 muira ystate.edu

Stewart Cemetery to have homecoming
28. A

The Stewart Cemetery Homecoming will be Sunday, June
potluck meal will be at noon. The cemetery is located off of U.S.
641 north between Almo and Dexter. Donations may be sent to Sue
Thweatt, 2161 Radio Road, Almo, KY 42020. For more information, call 270-753-3494.

nature.
Additional guests include live reptiles 'and amphibians from
Murray State's Herpetological Society, aquatic animals- from
Murray State's Hancock Biological Station and more.
"If your children like animals, they'll love Cool Critters Day."
Conservation Workshop planned
said Nature Station naturalist, Aviva Yasgur."Thanks to some great
Summer Conservation Series of Workshops, sponsored by
sponsors, we will be offering two new exciting programs, Tropical Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation and Development
Birds and Radical Reptiles. This is a wonderful opportunity to learn Foundation, partnering with Calloway County Conservation
District, Calloway County Cooperative Extension and the city of
about these interesting, exotic critters and see them up-close."
's
University
Murray. will be preserfted Friday. July 3,from 9 a.m. until noon at
State
Murray
by
provided
Support for this program is
State University Arboretum. Learn to make your yard
Hancock Biological Station, Murray Animal Hospital, Prizer Point the Murray
friendly. Discussions/demonstrations will be on
wildlife
and
eco
Marina and Resort,The Murray Bank, Vacation Club International,
topics such as gardening, composting, recycling, plants, erosion,
Shawnee Bay Resort, Camp-A-Rama,Taylor Family Dentistry and storm water management and more. Breakfast/snacka will be proBenton Lakeland Animal Hospital.
vided. The workshop is free to attend. Pre-registratiest is required
Land Between the Lakes National Recreatioe Area manages more and may be done by calling 270-908-4545, email info@jpf.org or
than 170,000 acres in western Kentucky and Tennessee as part of visit the website wwwjpf.org/summer-conservation.html.
the U.S. Forest Service and the Department of Agriculture's public
CCPL to host community read
land program. Land Between The Lakes offers outdoor recreation.
The Calloway County Public Library will present a community
lake access, land management and environmental education to over
The
of "To Kill a Mockingbird," by Harper Lee on Tuesday, June
read
1.4 million visitors annually. The Friends of Land Between
C30 p.m.
at,
30,
proproviding
Service
Lakes works in partnership with the Forest
support.
volunteer
and
gram services, funds development
Movie in the Park to be Friday
To find more information about Land Between the Lakes, log on
Movies in the Park will be presented by Harvest Land City Gate
to the official website at www.landbetweenthelakes.us or call toll- on Fridays in June and July. The movie for Friday, June 26, will be
free at 1-800-LBL-7077 or local at 270-924-2000.
"Toy Story." Games and activities will begin at 7:30 p.m. and the
movie will begin at dark with hot dogs, popcorn and drinks being
served. Please bring a blanket or lawn chair and insect repellent.
This event is free to the public. For more information, call the
church office at 279-759-5107 or visit their website
www.myhlmi.com.

Rolling Hills Garden
Tour to be held Sunday

Special to the Ledger
The Rolling Hills Garden Tour will be held Sunday, June 28,from
1-5 p.m. Free maps of the sites may be picked up at Rolling Hills
Nursery on Friday, June 26 or Saturday, June 27.
This year the tour features numerous gardens in Murray and
Calloway County which range from beautifully maintained yards
with colorful flower gardens to large perennial and cottage gardens
in various settings. Each residence on the tour offers something different and is packed with ideas.
The Garden Tour will include:
• McCuiston residence - 670 West Fork Road
• Flynn residence - 1555 Almo Road,Almo
• Ward residence - 131 Wells Purdom Road, Almo
• Murray State University Arboretum - 300 Hickory St.
• Gagel residence - 511 Shady Lane
• Gibson residence - 2014 Brookhaven
For any questions, call 270-753-1725.

Emily Wi

The descendants of John and Elizabeth
Garland will have a family reunion on Saturday,
July 4, at 11 a.m., at the School House Pavilion
in the Murray-Calloway County City Park.
Barbecue and sides wil be provided. For more
information, contact Charlotte at 270-753-9656
or Judy at 270-435-4656.

Downtown Saturday Market will be held

The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of Murray's
court square on Saturday mornings from 7 a.m. until noon. Vendors
will be offering homegrown vegetadies, fruits, along with farm
raised meats, fresh bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry
and textiles. For vendor information, contact Murray Main Street,
270-759-9474.

WATCH needs aluminum cans

The WATCH Center at 702 Main Street, Murray, needs aluminum cans for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be
dropped off any time day or night seven days a week by driving
through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and
placing them in the cotton wagon.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax-deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Mac Coleman, 296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.
s

Volunteers
needed for
carnival

1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE • MURRAY, KY
WWW.FERNTERRACE.COM
270-759-1883

(Pick-up your FREE map of Rolling Hills)

Special to the Ledger
Tymeless Hearts is searching
for volunteers to help with its
annual carnival to be held
Saturday, Aug. 29.
Volunteers are needed to take
tickets, help with games, pass
out freebies and information,
watch children in the bounce
houses, check hand stamps,
watch the petting zoo, help with
pony rides, work in concessions, assist vendors and much
more. Volunteers will receive a
free ticket to use at the carnival.
Volunteers are also needed to
help with other preparations for
the carnival and upcoming
events including the annual
King and Queen of Hearts pageant. holiday bazaar. etc.
For more information, email
tymelesshearts@live corn .
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Emily Wilson Wolfson
Emily Wilson Wolfson died
Thursday, June 18,
2015, at Spring Creek Nursing
Home in Murray.
She was born Emily King Wilson,
the daughter
of Joseph Thomas Wilson and
Mary Compton
King, in her grandfather's house
in Corydon
(Henderson County), Kentucky on
Sept. 2, 1915.
She was preceded in death by her
parents; her
husband, Alfred M. Wolfson; her
sister, Jean
Wilson Trigg; her brother, Joseph
Thomas Wilson
III; and her stepdaughter, Nancy
Wolfson.
Mrs. Wolfson is survived by her
Wolfson
stepdaughter,
Marianne Reichlin; her stepgrandc
hildren,
Michele Katz-Reichlin and H. Paolo Reichlin;
her nieces, Emily
Trigg Mabee and Jane Foster Trigg; her nephew,
Joseph Wilson
Trigg; and a stepgreat-granddaughter; four
great-nephews; a greatniece and a great-great-niece.
Emily Wolfson grew up in Wilson Station, a little
community near
Corydon where her father had a farm. When he
lost the farm in the
Great Depression, the family moveo to Henderson,
where she graduated from Barrett Manual Training High School in 1933.
Her artistic abilities won her a scholarship to the Newcomb
School of Art
(now incorporated into Tulane University) in New
Orleans,
Louisiana. After she received a bachelor of design
degree in 1937,
she won a Wooley Fellowship in painting that enabled her
to spend
a year in Paris, where she studied under the Cubist, Fernand
Leger.
She continued her art studies at Louisiana State University,
where
she obtained an MA in 1940.
After working with the WPA in Louisville, she taught
art and art
history at Murray State Teachers College, as was
then, from 1941
until 1944. That year she left Murray to work at the Evansville
Museum and Evansville College (now Evansville University
) from
1944 to 1948. She then taught art at the University of
Indiana
(Bloomington) from 1948 until 1958. She worked
primarily as a
painter until 1955, when she spent a sabbatical leave learning
a double weaving technique in Helsinki, Finland. She obtained her own
loom and for many years put her first efforts into weaving. In 1957
a weaving of hers won Best in Show at the Midwest Designer and
Craftsman Exhibition at the Chicago Art Institute. Since then
her
works have been widely exhibited and have won numerous awards.
In 1958 she married Alfred M. Wolfson, professor of biology, who
had recently lost his first wife, Marcelle, and she moved back to
Murray. She and Professor Wolfson were happily married until his
death in 1990. She felt herself a second mother to his family. She
and her husband particularly enjoyed a monthly Great Books Club
and sailing on Kentucky Lake in their boat, the Si Bon. She taught
art and art history at Murray until she retired in 1969. Throughout
her time in Murray, she was active in civic affairs. She shared with
her husband a concern for the environment that led, among other
things, to support the Natural Resources Defense Council and the
Nature Conservancy.
She not only produced art but also promoted the arts. In 1961 she
helped found the Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen and was
instrumental in organizing aa Art Train that provided art instruction
around the state in two railroad cars. During the sixties, she also
assisted her friend Naoma Powell to establish the Quicksand Craft
Center in Vest, where residents of an impoverished eastern
Kentucky mountain community were trained to produce high quality textiles. In 1976 she joined the Murray Art Guild, where she did
painting and which she actively supported until prevented by age.
In recognition of such work, Kentucky Governor Martha Layne
Collins awarded her the Community Arts Award in 1987 as part of
the Governor's Awards in the Arts. In 1997 she received the Rude
Osolnik Award for her service to crafts in Kentucky.
A memorial service will be held Saturday, June 27, 2015, at 11
am. on the campus of Murray State University in Heritage Hall.
In lieu of flowers, donations in her memory may be made to the
Murray Art Guild, 500 North 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Online
condolences
can
left
at
www.thejhchurc hillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.•

Police: Kentucky State Trooper dies
while responding to call in Livingston
GRAND RIVERS, Ky.(AP)- A Kentucky State Police trooper
has been killed in the line of duty while responding to a reckless
driving complaint.
Multiple media outlets report 23-year-old Eric K. Chrisman died
in a collision with a tractor-trailtr Tuesday.
State police trooper Stu Recke says Chrisman was traveling westbound on U.S.62 near Grand Rivers when his police cruiser crossed
into the eastbound lanes and into the path of an oncoming tractortrailer.
Authorities say Chrisman, who was originally from
Lawrenceburg but lived in Eddyville, was pronounced dead at the
scene.
Police say the driver of the tractor-trailer, 53-year-old Richard A.
Burnham Jr. of Benton, was treated at Marshall County Hospital
and released.
Recke says Chrisman graduated from the Kentucky State Police
Academy in January 2015.
The crash remains under investigation by state police.•

2nd pnson employee arrested
after inmates' brazen escape
BaLMONT,N.Y.(AP)- A maximum-security prison guard believed to
have delivered tools inside frozen meat to two inmates before they escaped was
arrested on Wednesday,authorities said.
Gene Palmer faces charges including promoting prison contraband and tampering with physical evidence, state police said. He was to be arraigned
Wednesday night in Plattsburgh. A call to his attorney seeking conunent wasn't answered.
Inmates David Sweat and Richard Man ‘were reported missing from the
Clinton County Correctional Facility in vont,. Dannernora on June 6.
Authorities say they cut through the steel wall at the back of their cells,crawled
down a catwalk, broke through a brick wall, cut their way into and out of a
steam pipe and then sliced through the chain and lock on a manhole cover outside the prison.
Prison employee Joyce Mitchell also has been charged with helping them
escape. The prison tailor shop instructor has pleaded not guilty and remains in
custody.
Clinton County District Attorney Andrew Wylie said Mitchell told investigators she smuggled hacksaw blades,a screwdriver and other tools into the prison
by placing them in frozen hamburger meat. I

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- The Democratic and Republican candidates for Kentucky lieutenant governor will participate in a forum
in Paducah later this year.
The Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce said Jenean Hampton,
the running mate of Republican gubernatorial nominee Matt Bevin,
and Sannie Overly, who is running with Democratic nominee Jack
Conway, have both confirmed they will participate in the event Oct.
1.
Hampton and Overly are to appear before a chamber luncheon.
The chamber said the forum will include opening comments from
the candidates, a question-and-answer session with local media and
concluding remarks by the candidates. WPSD-TV news anchor
Todd Faulkner will be the moderator.
WPSD will broadcast the event live and will stream it live on the
station's website.
Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

The J.H, Churchill Funeral Home
Betty Ann Hornsby,93
A celebration of life will be at 11 a.m..Thursday,June 25,2015.
at First Presbyterian Church.

Ford recalls vans,SUVs over panel, seat belt issues
NEW YORK (AP)- Ford Motor Co. is recalling more than 2.00,000 Transit
Connect vans and Fseape sport-utility vehicles because of instrument panel and
seatbelt issues.
There are have been no injuries or accidents attributed to the defects,the company said.
The recall involves 203.500 2014-2015 Transit Connect and Escape vehicles
in North America because the warning chimes and tights might not work on the
instillment panel when the vehicles are started.
They were built at the Valencia assembly plant in Spain from May 13.2014 to
Dec. 10,2014 and the 1„noisville assembly plant in Kentucky from May 19,2014
to Feb.6,2015. Meanwhile,the Dearborn. Michigan, company is recalling one
fleet customer's 492015-model Transit vehicles in the U.S. for a seat belt labeling issue..

CCPL board discusses...
From Front
seat. Elkins will choose his
appointments, on which the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
will then vote.
One seat is for the unexpired
term of Rhonda Henderson,
who recently had to leave the
board because she had exceeded
the number of meetings a trustee
is allowed to miss under
Kentucky statute. Her term
expires in August 2016. The
board also was tasked with
nominating someone to fill
Lamkin's seat, which expires in
August 2015. Lamkin would be
allowed to serve two more consecutive terms because he was
appointed to finish the term of
former trustee Stuart Alexander.
During Wednesday's discussion, Betts read from the letter
she received from Lamkin,
which said he thought the board
had violated Kentucky's open
meetings law because it allegedly allowed Library Director
Mignon Pittman to vote during
the closed session in which the
board discussed nominees and
tried to build a consensus by
having each person rank the six
candidates in order of preference. Lamkin's letter said the
board acted illegally because
Pittman is not a trustee and is
not authorized to vote.
Betts countered Lamkin's
complaint of an alleged open
meeting violation by saying that
Pittman had merely ranked the
candidates as partof the consensus-building process. She said
the actual vote did not take
place until the board reconvened
in open session, at which time
Pittman was not allowed to
vote.
"During the closed session,
Mignon asked for a ballot to
include her input into the
process," Betts read from her
response to Lamkin's formal
complaint. "I specifically asked
the board members if there were
any objections to Mignon
including her input and indicated that I had not planned for

Mignon to be included in the
ranking process. After one of
the other board members indicated they felt Mignon should
be included, you (Lamkin) nodded your head in what appeared
to be agreement and did not otherwise indicate any disagreement with this approach. I did
specifically look to you during
that time as I thought you may
have a concern and I wanted to
make sure that you had an
opportunity to express it or discuss it at that time. It is and was
my opinion that all three other
board members either through
verbal input or a physical nod of
the head had indicated their
agreement that Mignon should
have input into the ranking
process.
"Nothing was finalized in
closed session, we did not take
board action on the names until
we left closed session at which
time Mignon did not vote on the
prospective trustee names to
submit but all board members
remaining at the meeting did
vote on the names to submit for
the two positions. You did not
participate in the official board
vote as you left the meeting
before the board left the closed
session. Additionally, after your
abrupt departure from the closed
session, I did ask the remaining
board members if they had
questions or concerns that they
felt we needed to address. The
comments I received back indicated they believed the process
used to move forward was fair
and that we should continue to
open session. Board members
were not required to vote identically to the group consensus
reached in closed session."
Betts said she had consulted
with
Kentucky
Assistant
Attorney
General
Amye
Bensenhaven, who provided an
open meetings decision that had
previously been made by
Attorney General Jack Conway,
which Betts said seemed to
fully support the process the
CCPL board used. In the deci-
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sion, labeled OAG 83-341.
Conway said members of a public agency could conduct a
"straw vote" to reach a consensus if it was understood "that
any final count must be taken in
public accordance with open
meetings laws for the public
record."
Betts said she had made
Bensenhaven
aware
of
Pittman's participation in the
ranking of names in the closed
session, and Betts believed this
was not done improperly
because Conway's decision stated that a body may take a straw
vote by secret ballot for the purpose of reaching a general con- •
sensus among the members,and
that the "purpose of a closed
session is to allow free discussion by the members and there
are no statutory restriction on
how the discussion may be conducted."
Lamkin said the board had
violated the open meetings act
because Pittman's rankings
were taken into account when
the board settled on the four
names to submit to the judgeexecutive in closed session.
Even if the trustees voted on
those names publicly without
Pittman casting a formal vote,
the vote relied on Pittman's ballot from the closed session, he
said.
Lamkin said he chose to leave
the closed session because after
the ballots were tallied in the
closed session, he was ranked
fifth among the six potential
nominees. Betts said that while
she had no problem discussing
the process by which the board
reached its decision, she did not
feel comfortable talking about
specific discussions of individuals that came up during the
closed session.
Betts said she believed she
took a proactive approach to
make sure all trustees had input
into the process that would be

used to choose nominees. which
Lamkin disputed.
"I don't agree because you
came to me the week before (the
June 10 meeting) asking me to
withdraw
my
application
because of what was going to be
brought out in the closed session
about me," Lamkin said to Betts
in Wednesday's special-called
meeting."And it's one thing for
that to be brought out in good
faith with the foundation that
you gave for that; it's another
thing to allow Mignon to vote,
who is (not appointed by the
judge executive) to cast her ballots ranking individuals."
Lamkin said that because of
the nature of what Betts told
him Pittman's input would be.
allowing her to cast a ballot in
the closed session meant an
additional vote against him.
The other current trustees.
Paula Owen Compton and
Bryan Westra, said they had
both been a bit confused about
the process while choosing the
names to forward to the judgeexecutive, but that they believed
it was important to allow
Pittman to provide her input on
the possible trustees.
Betts said that if the board did
anything illegal, she wanted to
address it, but she thought that
the way the board had reached a
consensus and voted on the
names was fair and legal. so she
was not inclined to have the
board invalidate that vote to
vote again, especially since the
names had 'already been forwarded to Elkins.
Lamkin said he planned to
make a motion to invalidate the
vote, but Betts sold him tftat
would have to wait until the
board's next regularly scheduled
meeting on July 8 because the
board could not vote on anything in a special-called meeting
that was not already on the
agenda. MI
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Towns,Okafor and good lesserBy BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — KarlAnthony Towns hoisted a child
high up toward his shoulders,
letting the youngster at an NBA
community service event feel
what it was like to rock the rim
with a dunk.
Next up for Towns might be
trying to help lift the Minnesota
Timberwolves.
The center from Kentucky is
considered the likely No. I pick
Thursday night in the NBA
draft, though he said he isn't sure
and doesn't seem concerned.
"I don't know right now. Only
thing I can control is making
sure I'm the best player I can
possibly be for whatever organization drafts me tomorrow
night,",Towns said Wednesday.
Towns and Duke's Jahlil
Okafor'are the big bodies from
the powerhouse programs. good
bets to be the first two picks
even at a time when small ball is
becoming increasingly popular.
Ohio State's D'Angelo Russell
could be the first guard off the
board, and Kristaps Porzingis
and Emmanuel Mudiay are
some of the lesser-known names
that should be called quickly by
Commissioner Adam Silver at
Barclays Center in Brooklyn.
Okafor, who led Duke to the
national championship. and
Towns had been rated evenly at
one point, though Towns has
moved to the top of the,list in
most mock drafts. Okafor said
he has seen some of them and
said "they're all pretty accurate.I
guess." and isn't bothered by the
idea of being considered

ond-best.
"I'm still going to be top five
or whatever the case may be and
I'll still be living my dream of
playing in the NBA, so I'll be
excited either way," he said.
That's partly because of who
— or, perhaps more specifically,
where — comes next.
The Los Angeles Lakers hold
the No. 2 pick, Philadelphia is
third and the New York Knicks
follow, providing big-market
appeal that would make for a
good consolation prize.
"Two is not bad, being in Los
Angeles," Okafor said. "Neither
is being in PhiIly. Especially not
being in New York."
The head of the class should
again be a collegiate one-anddone, as Towns, Okafor and
Russell all played just one season. The last five No. 1 picks
have all been freshmen.
Teams preferring more experiPhotos by EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & 7mes
ence will be able to find it in Calloway County Lady Laker basketball dismissed from their final day of camp Wednesday afternoon after three days'
players such as Kentucky's of hard Work in Jeffery Gymnasium. More than 30 local athletes participated in the annual summer camp, while the
Willie Cauley-Stein, who played Lady Lakers — assisting with the camp — are currently navigating a coaching change through this summer.
three years, and Wisconsin's
Frank Kaminsky, who was the
national player of the year in
leading the Badgers to the
NCAA championship game as a
senior.
"People who go to college.an*
stuff like that have to grow up
and they have to find their way.
It's not easy to make it for four
years in college and maintain a
level of success where you get
better and better every year,"
Kaminsky said. "I was able to do
that. I was able to grow up as a
person and grow up as a person.
You saw how the last year went
for me."
•See NBA DRAFT, 7A
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ST. LOUIS CARDINALS

Heyward and Wong homer, Cardinals top Marlins 6-1
By 'TIM REYNOLDS
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI(AN — Jaime Garcia made a
mistake against Giancarlo Stanton, and
later took a misstep on his way to scoring.
Otherwise, he and the St. LOUIS
Cardinals rolled again.
Jason Heyward homered for the third
consecutive game, Kolten Wong added
a two-run shot and the Cardinals topped
the Miami Marlins 6-..1 on Wednesday
night — improving -baseball's best
record to 47-24.
"Jaimets beep pitching his butt oftfor
us." Wong said. "TVs good to repay
him."/
Heyward lit a three-run homer, his'
ninth of the season, in the seventh to
blow the gameopen.The Cardinals had
just one hit in the first six 'innings
against Miami starter Mat Latos (2-5),
that hit being Wong's ninth home run in
the third.
Garcia (3-3) allowed one run — the
Stanton homer, his ML-leading 27th —
in seven innings for the Cardinals, lowering his ERA to 1.69.
Garcia singled and eventually scored
in the eighth, but grimaced and began
to limp shortly before crossing the
plate. He came out of the game. but
afterward Cardinals manager Mike
Matheny said it was merely because of
a cramp and didn't believe there was
reason for concern.
"He was terrific." Matheny said.
"Gave up a couple hard-hit balls, one to
Stanton. but he really limited the damage."
Stanton had three hits in four at-bats
— all leading off innings, something
the Marlins absolutely don't want.
"At the end of the day we're still getting seven to 10 hits." Stanton said. "It's
a matter of how important they are."
Latos threw seven innings, giving up
three hits and two walks — with all five
of those runners scoring,and all earned.
St. Louis' only hit in the first six
innings came in the third, Wong's
homer off the facade on the upper deck
in right. That gave the Cardinals a 2-1
lead,and it stayed that way into the seventh.
Jhonny Peralta led off with a single
and Mark Reynolds then took a four-

hrady waiting for Goodell
decisConr after 10-hour hearing
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

FOXBOROUGH, Mass.(4) — It's
back to the waiting game for Tom
Brady.
After making his case in a 10-h6ur
hearing, Brady's fate is in the hands c:f
Roger Goodell. Just when the NFL
commissioner will announce his decision to 'uphold. reduce or eliminate
Brady's four-game suspension in
"Deflategate" is uncertain.
"I think that's going to be sooner
rather than later," Marc Ganis, who is
the president of SportsCorp consulting
firm and has a close relationship with
many league owners, said Wednesday.
"One of the criticisms of this whole
matter has been the way • it's dragged
on."
The NFL announced in late January
that attorney Ted Wells would head an
investigation into the New England
Patriots use of underinflated balls in
their 45-7 win over the Indianapolis
Colts in the AFC championship game
on Jan. 18.
More than three months later, the 243page Wells report was issued, saying it
was "more probable than not" that
Brady was "at least generally aware"
that footballs he used were improperly
deflated by team personnel.
Five days after that, on May IL. the
NFL suspended Brady four games,
fined the Patriots $1 million and docked
them two draft picks. Patriots owner
Robert Kraft has accepted the team
WILFREDO LEE / AP Photo
St. Louis Cardinals' Jason Heyward, right rear, rounds second base penalties.
But Brady appealed and, more than
behind Mark Reynolds after Heyward hit a home run scoring
six
weeks later, had his hearing before
Reynolds and Jhonny Peralta (27) during the seventh inning of a
Goodell
in New York on Tuesday.
baseball game against the Miami Marlins, Wednesday, June 24, 2015,
"I
don't
know what the timetable is,"
In Miami.
said leffrey Kessler. the attorney who
pitch walk. Two pitches later. Latos left appearance. Garcia's 91 mph offering
represented Brady at the hearing. "I
a fastball up and Heyward sent it over left in a hurry, a line drive that just kept
think we put in a very compelling case."
the wall in right for a 5-1 lead.
going until it nestled in the bushes
Once Goodell reaches a decision, the
"The minute I make a mistake, boom. behind the center field wall that sits 418
league must craft the wording precisely
it gets hit," Latos said. "That's what feet away from home plate.
so it would withstand legal scrutiny if
they're supposed to do. Sometimes you
But that would be one of the lone hur- Brady decides to challenge it in court.
get away with stuff like that, but it just rahs for the Marlins.
Goodell must decide "as soon as pracseems to be a theme of my season."
"The goal is always to keep the ball ticable," according to the NFL's collecStanton gave the Marlins a 1-0 lead in down and keep the ball in the ballpark,"
tive bargaining agreement.
the second, hitting his first first-pitch Garcia said. "Made a couple mistakes
Its been nearly a month without a rulhome run of the year in his 301st plate
See CARDINALS, 7A
ing since the hearing for Dallas defen-

sive end Greg Hardy before arbitraton
Harold Henderson. Hardy was suspendi
ed for the first 10 games of the 20150
season in a domestic violence case.
Here are some questions that remain
more than five months after Brady used
undennflated balls:
WILL GOODELL KEEP ALL OR
PART OF THE SUSPENSION?
Probably.
Whiit Brady likely shared information with Goodell that he didn't provide
to the Wells team, the commissioner
needs to regain credibility, especially in
light of his fumbling the Ray Rice
investigation. If Brady presented a convincing case at the hearing that he had
no role in or knowledge of the deflation,
Goodell could absolve him of that.
Brady then could accept that decision
indicating he didn't cheat or gain a competitive edge, even if it comes with a'
two-game suspension for not cooperating fully with Wells.
WILL THE SUSPENSION BE
RESCINDED?
Unlikely.
This extreme step poses a risk to
Goodell from other NFL owners, espe-'
cially with his close relationship with,
Kraft, at least before Deflategate.
Goodell was tough on the Patriots in the
Spygate scandal, fining coach Bill
Belichick the NFL maximum of
$500,000 and the team $250,000 for
spying on New York Jets defensive signals in a game in 2007.
WILL BRADY SUE?
Depends.
There are competing factors in any
decision to sue to get the suspension
eliminated. Brady hasn't been a vocal
union supporter and prefers to minimize
distractions. But with Kessler representing him and Brady's desire to clear his
name, a lawsuit could be forthcoming.
"Jeff loves having a cause of action
against the NFL," Gams said.
Kessler helped get suspensions
reduced for New Orleans players in the
Bountygate scandal. In February, he
III See BRADY,7A
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From Page 6A
And if that's not enough expenence, teams can grab some
guys who are already pros.
Mudiay was originally slated
to attend SMU last season but
instead signed to play in China,
averaging 18 points in 12 games
for the Guangdong Southern
Tigers. Porzingis has played the
last 2 1/2 years for Seville of
Spain's ACB, one of the best
leagues in the world.
The Latvian player, who will
turn 20 in August, is an elite
shooter but listed at just 220
pounds on his 6-foot-11 frame,
so he knows he needs to get
stronger. But he said he's prepared to deal with the toughness
of fellow power forwards.
"Physical guys in Europe,
same like in the NBA," he said.

"Of course, a lot more athletes
here in the NBA, a lot more
stronger, too, but it's nothing
that I haven't seen yet. I think
probably I'll get dunked on or
whatever by some guys, but it's
just normal."
He would love to play in New
York and could be available to
the Knicks at No. 4. So could
Russell, as what shapes up as a
strong top of the draft appears
uncertain beyond the top-two
spots. He's OK with not knowing how it will go.
"I feel like I'm in a great position," Russell said. "Lot of guys
are in a position where they
don't know and I'm more than
just blessed to know it's a variety of teams that I could possibly go to. So I'm just taking it all
in and enjoying the process." 11

NFL

NHL will explore expansion
LAS VEGAS (AP) - The
NHL is officially exploring
expansion.
The league is opening a formal
expansion review process to
consider adding new franchises
league,
30-team
its
to
Commissioner Gary Bettman
announced Wednesday.
Las Vegas, Seattle and Quebec
City are the markets that have
expressed the most serious interest. A second team in the

three days'
np, while the
r.

Dr

but I was able to keep us in
the game.'
TRAINER'S ROOM
Cardinals: 3B Man Carpenter
returned to the lineup after sitting out Tuesday with back stiffness. ... RHP Carlos Martinez
had no problems with his pitching shoulder, a good sign after
getting plunked with a fastball
while batting Tuesday. "It
looked bad at the time,"
Matheny said.
DIFFERENT STICK
Some of the NHL's top draft
prospects - this year's draft
starts Friday in nearby Sunrise,
Florida, home of the NHL's
Panthers - were at Marlins
Park on Wednesday. Connor
McDavid and Jack Eichel, who
will almost certainly be picked

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
Van Ha vet%tor k

WONG'S HOMERS
The Cardinals lost the games
in which Wong hit his first two
big-league home runs. They're
18-3 when he homers since.
UP NEXT
RHP Lance Lynn (4-4, 3.07)
goes for the Cardinals in the
series finale on Thursday against
Miami RHP Dan Haren (6-4,
3.19). Lynn is 3-0 all-time
against the Marlins, and Haren
hasn't gotten a single run of support in either of his last two outings.•

IIII Brady...

By GREG BEACHAM
AP Hockey Writer

(Ledger & Times.
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No. 1 and No. 2 overall, threw
out some of the ceremonial
pregame pitches. And forward
Lawson Crouse, possibly a topfive selection, homered in batting practice. "I know he can hit
the crap out of a hockey puck,"
Marlins third base coach Lenny
Harris said.

Toronto area leads the list of
additional possibilities for any From Page 6A
prospect owner with the likely represented .Adrian Peterson
$500 million expansion fee and 'before a federal judge who overa passion for hockey.
turned an NFL suspension that
The Board of Governors met
had been upheld by Henderson.
in Las Vegas on Wednekday
before the NHL Awards and
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MIS Glance
National League
East Division
L Pct
W
39 33.542
Washington
36 37.493
Now York
35 37.486
Atlanta
30 43.411
Miami
26 48.351
Philadelphia
Central Division
L Pct
W
47 24.662
St. Louis
40 31.563
Pittsburgh
39 31.567
Chicago
33 37.471
Cincinnati
27 46.370
MIhveults•
West Division
L Pct
W
40 33.548
Los Angeles
38 34.528
San Francisco
34 36.486
Arizona
35 38.479
San Diego
31 39.443
Colorado

the Pittsburgh Steelers, a marquee Thursday night matchup
between the Super Bowl champions and a team led by another
Ben
star •4 quarterback.
Roethslisberger vs. Tom Brady?
Wow! Roethslisberger vs.
Jimmy Garoppolo? Woe.
A court injunction could allow
Brady to play in that game and
others. But that poses the danger
that the court would affirm a
suspension later in the season,
when the drive for playoff spots
is peaking. In
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Wednesday's Games
Cleveland 8. Detroit 2
Toronto 1, Tampa Bay 0, 12 innings
N Y. Yankees 10 Philadelphia 2
Minnesota 6, Chicago White Sox 1
LA Angels 2, Houston 1. 13 innings
Boston 5, Baltimore 1
Oakland 8 Texas 2
Kansas City at Seattle. 10 10 p m
Thursday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Rodon 3-1) at
Detroit (Simon 7-4), 1 08 p.m
Baltimore (Mi Gonzalez 5-4) at Boston
(E Rcxinguez 3-1), 1:35 p.m.
Oakland (Gray 8-3) at Texas (Lewis 73), 205 pm
N.Y. Yankees (Warren 5-4) at Houston
(Keuchel 8-3). 8 10 p m

Thursday's Games
N Y Mets (deGrom 7-5) at Milwaukee
(Jungmann 2-1), 2:10 p.m.
L.A Dodgers (Frias 4-5) at Chicago
Cubs (Lester 4-5). 2:20 p.m.
Arizona(ADS La Rosa 6-3) at
Colorado (J.De La Rosa 4-3), 3 10 p.m.
San Diego (Shields 7-1) at San
Francisco (Heston 7-5), 345 p in
Atlanta (aster 1-0) at Washington
(Fister 2-3). 4:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (DeSclatani 5-5) at
Pittsburgh (Burnett 8-3), 7:05 p.m.
St Louis (Lynn 4-4) at Miami (Haren
4), 7.10 p.m
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Wednesday's Games
N Y Yankees 10, Philadelphia 2
Washington 2. Atlanta 1, 11 innings
Cincinnati 5, Pittsburgh 2
St Louis 6, Miami 1
L A Dodgers 5, Chicago Cubs 2
Milwaukee 4, N.Y. Mats 1
Anzona at Colorado. 8 40 p m
San Diego at San Francisco, 10 15
pm

COLLEGE WORLD SERIES

!
:1.41,15

American League
East Division
L Pct
W
41 33.564
Tampa Bay
33.542
39
New York
39 35.527
Toronto
37 34.521
Baltimore
32 41.436
Boston
Central Division
L Pct
W
40 28.586
Kansas City
39 33.542
Minnesota
37 35.514
Detroit
33 38.465
Cleveland
31 40.437
Chicago
West Division
L Pct
W
42 32.568
Houston
37 35.514
Texas
37 36.507
Los Angeles
33 39.458
Seattle
33 41.446
Oakland
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Virginia wins 1st CWS title
in 4-2 win over Vanderbilt
By ERIC OLSON
AP Sports Writer
OMAHA, Neb.(AP) - Pavin
Smith homered and drove in three
runs and Brandon Waddell turned
in another strong College World
Series pitching performance,
leading Virginia over Vanderbilt
4-2 on Wednesday night for the
school's first baseball national
championship.
The Cavaliers(44-24) prevailed
in the CWS finals rematch
against the defending champion
Commodores and won the
Atlantic Coast Conference's first
title in baseball since Wake Forest
in 1955..

Waddell (5-5) went seven
innings and allowed only two hits
after Vanderbilt (51-21) scored
twice in the first. He retired the
last II batters he faced. It was
Waddell's fifth career CWS start,
and Virginia won each of them.
Nathan Kirby pitched the last
two innings and struck out five of
his eight batters for his first save.
John Kilichowski (3-4) took the
loss.
When pinch-hitter Kyle Smith
got caught looking at a fastball to
end the game, Kirby threw his
glove and hat into the air as catcher Matt Thaiss ran to the mound
to embrace him.
Virginia's 44 wins were the

fewest by a national champion
since the 1968 Southern
California squad had 43. The
Cavaliers endured a season of
injuries and tough times at midseason and almost missed qualifying for the ACC Tournament.
They entered the NCAA
Tournament as a No. 3 regional
seed.
The Commodores had a second
straight season with more than 50
wins, and they came into
Wednesday having outscored
NCAA
nine
first
their
70-15.
ts
opponen
ment
Tourna
They couldn't generate much
after scoring their two runs in the
first.
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600,000 US homes suffer
termite damage totaling
overSS billion.Thisis more
damage than is caused
by all fires, storms and
combined.
earthquakes
More than 2 million homes
require termite treatment
each year.
Homeowners

insurance
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earthquakes, but it is
almost impossible to carry
insurance against termite
infestation.
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Prepare Your
Emergency IKIt
s the weather warms,so too does the chance for flooding,
of
hurricanes and other tropical storms. In the occurrence
to
any natural disaster, hopefully you are evacuated in time
to be
avoid driving in any inclement conditions. But it never hurts
prepared.
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Steps you
Maintenance that can save on gas
take to lower your bill at the fuel pump
With gas prices -luetuating
wildly, most drivers want to do
everything they can to squeeze
better gas mileage out of their
current car.
Fortunately, with proper mainble
0 et niiticia
, 111111k
tenance,1
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conom
e
improvemen s in fact
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that will help to save gotouGy
down the mad. Here's a look at
six things you can do to boost
your car's gas mileage:
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CLASSIFIEDS
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41.4), CLASSIFIED AD RATES ,A9.
111111

Call

Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
for all your
classified needs

I >1.-.1'11

Call

I tr..

Keine
Klessig

58.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period i
$3.3S per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger
& Times
Circulation Manager for your
circulation needs

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
$335 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to rerect or edit any submitted iflatter

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your..
• Legals
• Rentals
• Help Wanted
• Used Ca
• Lost Pet
• Storage
•Auctions
•Yard Sal
• Homes for Sale
and More 111
fr

• 020
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PRAFTICAL Dental
Aslistant Training
Regifration is now
opel First class is
Sept . 2th.This training
course is held on
Sat ays for 11 weeks
allowi
you to keep
your
zit job while
you gatn "ski<or a
rewarding career iii the
dental field Information
on the class, financing
options and registration
forms available online
a
www smilepaducah corn

coolant
fluid levels

"A Contract Job"
Person to develop A
Home Based Internet
Book Sales Business.
Get Details at 409 S.
8 th St. Murray, KY 48pm
Big Bonus, if viral!
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
LEGAL assitant needed. Some legal experience preferred but not
necessary. Must pass
background
check.
Salary commensurate
watt experience. Send
resume to PO BOX1040E Murray, KY
42071
NOW Hinge,—
COL Driver
with skills operating
heavy equipment
(trackhoe & dozer)
some manual labor
Must pass Drug test
Call 270-978-0343

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!

al techm
overhaul,

•New Climate Control
Available
•247 Surveillance
•Pest Control-

xes are

levels and
ter of mia-

an
A
r into thin air
loOse, damGasoline will

Dot a

171 URRAY
SUPPLY CO M

Pag-time/
Full-time Sales
Help Waned
for local store
in friendly,
family oriented
environment.
Excellent benefits
package, salary
commensurate
with experience.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

LABORER and operator needed. 270-7590501

Apply in person
at Murray Supply
206 East Main St.
Murray, KY
No Phone Calls
Please.

ONE full time available.
Apply in person at the
Christian Child Care
Center. 810 Whitnell st.
Murray, KY

NOW Hinng
ALL positions. Apply in
person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray

tight
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Money Order

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

•

1
Murray Ledger a Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270)752-1918itegait

,
PUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
<T>. Eyecare Specialties

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries. and all aluminum

0
U9

Dr. Kevin Adams

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Camp ;optic Cleaning of Murray
Res!dential & Commercial

.4.
17'

• Now until June 30th

Murray Electric System
The Murray Electric System is now
'accepting applications for one (1)
Customer Service Representative.
Job responsibilities include working with
customers on establishing and terminating
electric and telecommunications services,
processing payments, and working with
Customers in person and over the phone
over a broad range of issues, including
billing problems. Successful applicants
must have a high school education.
Pnor experience in a utility related
business is a preference.

MURRAY
Peddlers
Mall. Now hiring part
time. Must be 18 years
of
age.
Have
typing/computer experience. Have clear
criminal background
check and drug test.
Be available nights and
EVERY weekend. Must
be able to stand for
long periods of Units.
Apply in person 928 S
12th St.

Applications can be obtained at the
Business office at 4th-& Olive, - —
between 7:30 a.m., and 4:15 p.m., M-F,
deadline for applying is
June 30th 2015. FOE
TECHNOLOGY
Company accepting
resumes for a marketing/graphic
design
Specialist. Responsible
for creating and delivP grou p IN IIIIIN ATIONAI INC
ering marketing das
112 Industrial Drive, Mayfield, KY 42066
and call lualgr is, t.ccrdinating development of
sales objectives and
strategies as well as
Qualifications and/or Exoerience
designing
•Minimum-Bachelor's Degree in Computer
images/graphics for
Science or other relevant field.
websites, print media
and
displays.
Agriculture
industry
Professional Designations/ Licensares/
experience prefered.
Certifications
Experience with Adove
•CompTIA A+ Certificaticitt (Preferred but
Creative
Suite,
not required)
WordPress
and
Constant
Contact.
Skilla,,Knowledv and Abilities
Minimum of 3 years
*Good problem-solving skills.
experience.
Send
resume to jobsifetap'Candidate should be respectful. punctual.
logic.com
meticulous, with strong team working.
analytical. and interpersonal skills.
140
Want to Buy
*High level of follow-thru arid communicate
clearly and effectively, both written and
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
spoken
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270Work Environment/Physical Demands
753-3633
•Must be able to lift up to 50 lbs as
CLASSIC rock, Jazz,
needed>
Blues, Joplin, Beatles,
Grateful Dead albums.
EXCELLENT BENEFITPACKAGE:
Floyd, Zepplin, Hendnx,
Miles Davis, Coltrane,
Muddy Waters, etc.
"Competitive Pay
Ternpin Station, Bel Air
"Health, Dental, Vision &
Center. 270-753-8926
Supplemental

r

Now Hiring

IT SUPPORT TECHNICIAN

•Nine Paid Holidays

Wawa

IhanK you for your business'

$100 off

LARGE
SELECTION

a lull time positions with a
fast growirig company. Please send
resume to one of the following:

USED APPLIANCES

This is

ABBCO Service Corporation,
a national contract cleaning company,
is looking for
2nd shift GENERAL CLEANERS,
for a manufacturing plant
Murray, KY area.
Ideal candidates need to be dependable
and pay close attention to details
Exp. pref. Must pass all required
background checks, including E-Verify.
1-800-246-3221 x511
leave name and number.

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
180
Lawn & Garden

Brown dyed/Double-groan
Convenient in town location!
Hours:Tues-Fri 8-4,Sat 8-12
1125"
RETIREMENT
sale'
40% off all plants No
Zimms
sales
tax!
Nursery Martin, TN
38227

$200 off 1211 buildings

(Portapie BukIrrigs & Garages,
Located just north of Murray at Tuckers Auto Machine
Shop, 3731 US HWY 641 North - ?70 753 6593
.____

Your &jsiness can be Here
Call Nicki
270-753-1916

I have a great deal for you.

-4,
Call NICK'PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
APARTMENT For Rent
1 8R effietency -apartment. Near downtown.
1 occupant only, no
pets, no smoking.
$300/month. Plus utilities. Deposit required.
Call 270-293-2843.
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive

113:11
Commerical Prop. For Rent

360
Storage Rentals

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
termed 121 S. & Glendale.
MI5's
(270) 436-1524

10X10's &

PREMIER
MINISTO RAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR, IBA. Appliances,
yard care, furnished.
References required.
$575/ per month. 270753-3949
HOUSE in MurrayWork for rent, 3 BR
house, C/H/A, car port.
Storage building in
Hardin
$475/month.
Call 270-703-0549

(270) 485-6122

380
Pets & Supplies

DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

EEMLI
ske Property

This IM15,113100,1 o an tiiiai
Cr opportunity provuirr
and employ,

340
Houses For Rent

Auto. Clean ur
Work Mechar
1 Double Bay
2 Single Bays
Fresno., r,
Bath 1-1

F

TDD 1400-S45-103 eat 253

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-498.4.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Shop Bays

Egl

o
i
mmercial Prop,
For Sale

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek
48R, 2BA with Ful
Basejnent Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
Driveways
All
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-2934602

Pizzeria For Sale
-All equipment
-POS system
-Website & Social Media Sites
-Customer database
-Walk-in ready or relocation
-Owner financing available
-$9,9,000 Firm

270.293-4479

Very nice 3BR home
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required
Coleman RE 270-7539898
360

•

Rentals

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours.
- Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

440
Lots For Saki
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012
460
Homes For Sale
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
FOR sale! 824 N 19th.
Comer lot. 3 BR, 2 BA.
Bock house, large lot.
Price negotiable 270293-2741
New
Construction,
brick and stone exterior, open floor plan,
large kitchen. 3 BR,2.5
BA, 2500 sq. ft. west of
murray 270-752-0624
WOODED 7 acres.
Frontage on 280. 1 1/2
miles from Panorama
Shores. 2 former
mobile homes sites on
property. 270-753-4446
480

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE
We Finance
• indfllOtOrSaieS Co
270-753-4461

USED TIRES
14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

COOL OFF
Nfl
0.10011112

3it11r
r

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings

Eitt & 10f1 buildings

...

•401K
•Vacation

•Up to 1211 buildings

• Up to $200 081 cash sales •

753-9; 24 Nick McClure-Owner
am y run
small business of 30
plus years seeking
part time to full time
secretary/ receptionist
Good
computer skill4nd
excellent communication skills required.
Salary dependent on
experience/
quahfications.
Send resume to: PO
Box 1040 B Murray KY
42071

308 S. 12th
Murray
f
/59-2500

'EY
•Coeg
ntiadcssas
fS
•Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com
No Money Down

%la
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Help Wanted
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MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
or Mayfield Career Center
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066

i
1 ,itest oll'
aI
nSliZIN

k

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be m'ade.

M i"....'

Hwy 94 East
270-g78-1400 or
270-485-6122

G

DEADLINES

060

Help Wanted
FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS
MARKET •*
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM'
53-31iAa

11
.141-"k
ADJUSTMENTS

WOBB Al)-'25

50%
Savings!

25 words for 2 weeks

2X2 BOX - 199

Call Nicki
for more
details!

Must run for 3 months
(270)
Add colorfor
753-1916
just $49 per month!
(actual ad size)

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

WIRE

CLASSIFIEDS
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galas Mond
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

0.tiow

MOW

gopci
Saturday, June 27th • 10:00 AM

THE ESTATE OF
MR. MAC AND MRS. NETA SMOTHERMAN
1262 BAKERS CROSSROADS
HAZEL, KY 42049
TWO DAY AUCTION
Friday JULY 26 will be selling out of the shop...
Craftsman AC welder, Shop Smith planer, 12 speed vertical
drill press, 14" vertical band saw, table saw, wood planermolder, Electronic radial arm saw,(2) Shop Smith lathe and
knives combination band saw, jigsaw, Hawk scroll saw, shop
Smith dust vacuum, double bench grinder, Drimel, 110 air
conditioner, gas heat stove, 105,000BTU space heater, elec.
Hov-e-round chair, (2) Frigidaire freezers, Amana upright
freezer, white wood cabinets, gas grill, 6ft ladder, gilder
swing, garden planter, t, wash tubs, fishing equipment, hay
rake seats, wrenches, tools, c-clamps, wood bits, lumber,
bicycles, tricycles, treadmill, doors, kerosene heater, flattop
trunk, patio set, kitchen stools, straight chairs, much more.
Terms of auction full settlement day of auction with cash or
good check with proper ID. Lunch available. Not responsible
for accidents.

REAL ESTATE: 2003 5 bedroom, 3 bath, living room, den
with fireplace. sunroom, utility room, 2 car garage. 20K
standby propane generator, security system, landscape
watering system, large shop sitting on approx. 3 acres.
Terms: 1000 down day of auction with balance in 30 days.
Real Estate will sell at 12 noon on Saturday June 27.
Personal Property: 55" flat screen Sony TV. 32" flat screen
TV, Baldwin Piano, electric organ, wood desk, desk chair,
glider rocker, 4pc bedroom suit king size wiremote mattress
and frame. 4 pc bedroom, bamboo table and chairs, odd
chest, spool leg tables, bookshelves, old dresser w/mirror,
(2) leather wingback chairs, leather recliner, dining table w/6
chairs. china cabinet, (2) entertainment centers. end tables,
odd tables. wicker rockers, kitchen stool-ladder, computer
desk, filing cabinet, Maytag front load washer and dryer.
Frigidaire refrigerator, microwaves, nice cookware. mantle
clock, hobnail lamps. Quantum Futura Singer sewing
machine, lots of sewing items, quilt pieces, stereo, card
table. jewelry. several cookbooks, several religious books,
commentaries, Arnett Barn picture stone bowls, stone pitchers, daisy churn, depression glass, 8 place Bvanan china,
coming ware, dishes, flatware, hotplate. old oval picture
frames, much more. Terms of personal property full settlement day of auction with cash or good check with proper ID.
Lunch available.
Not.responsible for accidents.
..
For more informatiOn and your auction needs contact:
Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815
270-435-4420
www darrellbeaneauctions corn

(Ti

AUCTION
Saturday, June 27th 2015 a)10:00 AM
89 PineCreek Lane, Murray KY 42071 (The Coldwater Community)

304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer

CORSTTICTION

OREN DON DUTTON ESTATE AUCTION

•Additions
•Remodeling
•Complete Masonry

\ 1,(.1
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530
Services Offered

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
We//Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

RI \to\

SERI (.Ci

UP

Fret.

imetes

Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

•Removal

*Licensed & Iftsured

Over 28 Years
Experience
ZaCh 270-873-7700

David 270-227-1106
BI,9:Inglig±laxLNARN'

WNSTI
"it,I \II N.1

• weekly & special
• locally ownedkoM01116
790-1151 • 20.
293-27114

rCOMPL•-•-•-1

ETE CARE
• PROPERTIES, LLC ;
MOWING SERVICE I
BRUSH CLEANUP •
TRAOR WORK I
-Rue nog On...wry grade770-978-4136
L

c°7

•Stump Grinding

•Insured

(270)489-2839

MINI
ORAGE

SA

All Size Unit:111i I
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason H16
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

MITCHELL
BROS.
PA V/NG
.Asphalt Installation
•Seal coating & stntang
ensect•InSured

BUSH-HOGGING
Call Mitch
270-227-0906

•Tnmming

OHM

(270)226-0194

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

40 'y rs finpervinrr

(270)759-0501

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION

&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-6686

ISE/11UOLYLMSE
REMO_PEUNGSIThl
•Horrie improvements
•Elath it Kitchen
Drywall. Painting.
Plumbing, Flooring. Decks
ensured -Sr Discount
-Free Eseniates
Wernber OfAngres List
270-436-5959

Lamb Tree Pro
*Trimming i Tree
Removal
4Joensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(5733)
Crack Cana Accepted

0,

•Firewood
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
I will sit with your loved
ones Any place, anytime I have references
270-978-4672

GARLAND
RENTAL%

Crossroads
Landscaping
• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow and trim)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects
• Raised beds/gardens

(270)293-1 421
(270)293-1753

530
Services Offered

AIRLINES CAREERS Get FAA certified Aviation
Maintenance training
Financial aid if qualified.
Job placement assistance CALL now. Aviation
Institute of Maintenance
888-207-2053
MEDICAL BILLING
Specialist Needed! Train
at home for a career
working with Medical
Baling & Insurance
Claims! No Experience
Needed' Online training at
Bryan University HS
Diproma/GED &
Computerenternet needed
1-877-259-3880
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only
14397.00 • MAKE &
SAVE MONEY with your
own bandmill - Cut lumber
any dimension. In Stock
ready to ship. FREE
InfoiDVD:
wvnv.fiiorwOodSawMills.Co
M 1-800-578-1363 ext.
300N
HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA
End CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to
high drugstore prices! 50
PiN Special - $99 FREE
Shipping' 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now. 1800-490-2790,
HELP WANTED
CAN YOU DIG IT,Heavy
Equipment Operator
Career' We Offer Training
and Certifications
Running Bulldozers
Backhoes and
Excavators Lifetime Job
Placement VA Benefits
Eligible l 1-866-362-6497
Health Environmentalist I
or Health
Environmentalist It - The
Todd County Health
Department is accepting
applications for a Contract

SUDOKU
Conceptis Sudo1KLI

if you've got It, we can store It-

• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

OLYMPIC commercial
cleaning. Licensed
and Insured.
www.olymplcserviee.com

sQuall(reek'Dc

Sassgra
r
Faell Dr

SMALL home repairs,
pressure
washing,
painting and general
labor. No Job too small.
270-227-9484

z••

Health Environmentalist I
or II Minimum
Requirements' Bachelor's
degree with a minor or
twenty-four (24) semester
hours in environmental
health, biological or physical science or registration
as a Kentucky
Environmental
Specialist/Samtanan
under KRS 223. Starting
Salary: Salary is negotiable. Applications may
be accessed online et
rg1Pjfetifs.lcagov/dpliihda
pp.htm. Return completed
applications to PO Box
305, Elkton, KY 42220 by
close of business on June
30. 2015. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
INSURANCE
ZERO COPAY - Doctor,
Hospital, Chemo, X-Ray,
Labs Representing every
Medicare Supplement
Plan Type available in
Kentucky New to
Medicare.or not
Cumberland Benefits,
LLC 502-386-7857
MORTGAGES/HOME
LOANS
FIRST TIME Horne
Buyers and Veterans contact Barry, NMLS 59341
at 859-333-6980 Of
berry0promoegages corn to apply
Ice a Government Insured
Mortgage Pro-Mortgages.
LLC NMLS 2071 EHL
SERVICES
DISH NETWORK • Gel
MORE for LESS! Starting
$19.99/ month (for 12
months) PLUS bundle ai
Save (Fast Internet for
$15 more/month.) Call
Now 1-800-417-8079
DIVORCE WITH OR
WITHOUT children
$125.00. Includes name
change and property settlement agreement SAVE
hundreds. Fast and easy
Carl 1-888-733-7165, 24/7
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED
35 DRIVER TRAINEES
Needed! Learn to drive for
Werner Enterprises! Earn
$750 per week! No
EXperience Needed!
Local COL Training gets
you job ready ASAP! 1877-243-1812.
AVERITT EXPRESS •
Start Pay: 40 to 43.5 CP1M
+ Fuel Bonus! Get Home
EVERY Week + Excellent
Benefits. CDL-A rem
Recent TIT School Grads
Welcome Call: 888-8027440 OR Apply 0
AverittCareers.corn Equal
Opportunity Employer Females, minorities, protected veterans, and individuals with disabilities
are encouraged to apply

CWS Dedicated Services
Needs Owner Operators
in the
Kentucky/Tennessee
area. We have DEDICATED Round Trip Daily
Runs horn KY with PAID
STOPS in VA, NC, SC,
GA, FL, AL and other
locations that cleaver back
to KY! 100% DEDICATED
automotive dry van freight
means no down time
except holidays' COL-A
plus 12 rnos verifiable TT
experience required
Check our web site.
www.cwenterrnoctal corn
or Contact us, 800-8327036 x1626. Recruiting
NAVAJO - HIRING CDL-A
Truck Dnvers. Plenty of
mows) No-Touch Freight,
New Equipment, Great
Benefits! 6 mo recent
tractor/ traitor exp. last
3 years Cal 866-8855906
CLASS A-COL FLATBED
DRIVERS - trucks now
set at 70MPH. Starling
pay up to 41 CPAs, hearth
insurance. kflK. $59
daily per diem pay, home
weekends 800-648-9915
or syyny.boydandsons.corn
APPLY NOW! COL
Drivers in High Demand!
Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truck America
Training and go to wale
State WIA Grants and VA
Accepted. Tuition
Financing Available. 1st
yr. avg. $38 - $40,000 per
ATA (502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644.
CDL-A DRIVERS. Earn
up to $0.46 per mile,
$5.000 Sign On Bonus
PLUS up to $003 per
mile in bonus! Call 886722-5112 or
SuperServiceLLC.com
DRIVERS- No
Experience" Some or
LOTS of experience"
Leta Talk! We support
every driver, every day,
every mile! Call Central
Refngerated Horns.(855)
958-2748
MM.CentralTruckDrIveng.)
oba.com
DRIVERS: COL A or El to
transfer vehicles from
local customers and body
plants to various locations
throughout U S - No
forced dispatch - Safety
incentives - We specialize
in reducing your deadhead. Apply online at
www.mamotransportahon.com under Careers or
call 1-800-501-3783
HOME WEEKENDS!
$1.000 sign on bonus.
Regional flatbed No tarp
freight. Excellent pay and
benefits Owner/Ope welcome. Call 800-5.54-56431,
ext 331.
www.nxtransportjobs

Sudoku is a numberpiaong puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The otaect s to place the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concephs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green
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• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St

flu
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Slilki

wvvvv.austinauctionservice.com

FOf all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

FILIPINO Houewife
cleaning in your home
available 5/days week
25yr8 Experience at
cooking & laundry
Background Check
Plus exterior cleaning if
needed Lisa
270-970-8762

ill

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

TOOLS - PERSONAL PROPERTY

II

\I i

78 CROSS CREEK FARM RD., BENTON, KY.
PIRECTIONS: Frum Hv.),68 In Briensburg. Turn East Onto Briensburg/ ; YEARRY'S Tree
and
Tatumsville Rd. Travel 1.3 Miles To Crass Creek Farm Rd. Signs Posted.
*
Lawn Service.Licensed
TRUCK& BOAT: 1.996 Dodge Dakota Sport Truck, V6 Motor & 66.138 Actual
and insured. Free estiMiles; 14 Ft. Traveler By Sea Nymph Aluminum Fishing Boat W/Trailer & as HP *
Mercury. GUNS a FISHINO: Colt Stainless Trooper Mark III .357 Mag. Never *
mates. 270-436-2562,
*
Fired In Box; Colt Blued Trooper Mark ill .357 Mag. Never Fired In Box; Colt *
270-226-4504
* Diamond
Back .38 Special Never Fired In Box; Ruger New Model Single Six Re- *
*
solver .22 Cal. In Box; A.stra Model 1921.38 Cal. Automatic Pistol; St. Louis
*
* Browning Sweet Sixteen 16 Ga.Shotgun(Great Condition); Browning Citori 12 Ga. *
* Over/Under Shotgun; Franchi 12 Ga. Automatic Shotgun; Stotster Condor 112 Ga. *
* Over/Under Shotgun; Remington Model Imo 12 Ga.Shotgun;Savage Model 24 *
* .22 Cal. Rifle Over .410 Shotgun; Western Arms 1.2 Ga. Single Shot Shotgun; Mar- *
* lin Model 336 30-30 Rifle; Marlin Model tk .22 Cal. Rifle: Winchester Model ago
* .22 Cal. Rifle; Stevens Model 58B .410 Bolt Action Shotgun; Unmarked Rifle:
e
* Black Knight .5o Cal. Black Powder Rifle; Vintage Pocket Knives; Ammunition; * rADULT
* Like New Crappie Poles; Rods & Reels; Fishing Equipment; 1001E:John Deere.*
* LTilio Auto Riding Mower; Yardman 5-1/2 tIP Self Propelled Chipper/ Shredder/ * Make a Connection Real
* Vacuum;Craftsman Satan Flower Bed Tiller; Push Mower;Weed Eaters; Leaf * People, Flirty Chat Meet
* Blower, Lawn & Garden Tools; Yard Cart/Trailer: Yard Sweep:4 Wheeler Sprayer: * singles right now' Call
* Wheel Barrow; Power Washer:5000 Watt Generator; 2 Air Compressors; cutting
Livelinks Try it FREE
*
Torch & Tanks: Craftsman Welder: Shop Smith W/Attachments: Heavfj,Duty *
Call now 1468-979*
Table Saw; Craftsman Floor Model Band Saw; Floor Model Drill Press; Large
Table Top Drill Press; Jointer WIStand: Super 125 Surface Planer, Floor Model ; 2264
* Belt/Disc Sander; Tabletop Belt/Disc Sander: Floor Model Dremel Stroll Saw; *
* Power Miter/Chop Saw; Bench Grinder: Ness. Jump Box; Large Roll Around Tool * ANNOUNCEMENTS
Box; 2 Aluminum Extension Ladders; Small Hand & Power Tools; Routers &
*
* More. FURNITURE:Cherry Entertainment Armoire; Nice Sofa & Matching * Advertise your EVENT,
* Chair: Nice Hide-A-Bed Sofa; Bookcase: Server/Sideboard; 2 Wingbaek Chairs: * PRODUCT, AUCTION or
RECRUIT an applicant in
* Large China Cabinet; Modern Oak Curved Glass China Cabinet; itro's Dresser
* W/Matching Armoire & More. MALLS:Approx.6o Sewing Machines Including * Ibis newspaper plus 84
* Antique Oak Singer Treadle Machine, 2 Singer 221 Featherweight Machines,Small * other newspapers in KY
* Antique Hand Crank Machine And A Child's Signature Machine: Sewing Machine
for only $250 Save time
* Parts; Several Pcs. Corning Cookware; Nice Household Items; 2 Old Milk Cans Sr * and money by making
* More! View Pictures & Details On Our Vt'etisite. Payment For All Items Plus 6% * one call for alt For more
* KY Sales Tax Due Day OfSale. Approved Cheeks & Debit/Credit Cards Accepted If information, contact the
With Valid ID. Tents. Concessions.& Ports Johns Provided. BringA Chair!
* classified department of
********* ******************************* *** this newspaper or call
KPS 1-502-223-8821,
email
Beery kypress corn
80 Adair Ln, Calvert City, KY 270-705-4859
RALPH AUSTIN, OWNER AUCTIONEER
EDUCATIONAL TRAINKY LICENSE. 5 P2471
ING

Pf0111Mmoy,

CARPORT- 12'x2T Metal Portable Carport
PLIMITURE/APPUNICES- Nang Table vr/6 Chars Sofa Table ve Queen Ann Legs. Accent Cnairs,
Arm Chars. Duncan Phyle Drum Tables. Coffee & End Tables, Brandt Lades Desk. Cherry 2 Drawer
Lamp Table. bleed China Cabinet Wood Settee Decorative Painted Hall Tables, Round Glass Top
Table ve 4 CharS. Double Reciting Loveseat Comer Cure Cabinet Wingback Chars. Duncan The
Coffee Table. Wood Bar Stools. Ti, Top Roil Around Kitchen Island. Kervriore Side By Side Refrigerator.
Matching Whrfpool HO iVaerer & Dryer, 2Pr. Full Size White Panted Canopy Bedroom Suite. Odd
Fur Post Bed. Peer Grandfather Clock. Small DK Furniture Drop Front Secretary, Serial Wood Chest.
Chaise Lange,Painted China Cabinet, Morris 'La Coquette Panted 3 Pc Bedroom Suite. Odd Queen
See Bed iy; Goth Headboard, Decorative Cloth Bench. Wicker Furniture. Wood Rocker Metal Patio
Table vr. 4 Chairs. Duncan Ph* Drop Led Table
atilLESWARE/INIITINGS- Decoratrve Plates. Trinkets/Figurne Signed Framed Oil On Canvas
Paintings. Milk Glass. 60. Hens On The Nest, Churchill Staffordstwe England The Willow- Dishes,
Onental Items, Set Of re:Mayaina Fite Owe Japan. Cast Iron, Stemware Me Gass Hobnail Fenton
Style Lane.Gaie With The Mid Type Lam.Maitake, Decorate Bottles. Art Glass
TOOL5/11AMBI/M5C- Delta r Band Saw.88.0 Router a/ Table, Delta Shopmaster
Canpound
Meer Saw,0renta116- Scrol Saw,Craftsman SNP Shredder. Delta ID Table Saw, Bench Grinder.4 x8'
ElUmper With 2 Wheel Irate' vil Sides AsNand Well Pump.lend Tools. Dreier Electre Freplace
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!
REAL ESTATE TERAIS.15','Om fey or 5* risme 1.300sja. A10%LeEleseasees Beeves io The I re
Ple A induces In 11*C-cowl Pres WS
, coscedionseter b0111000.
1111195110101,0p Aloe
nesse Paw Ware PERSOK4L PROPERTY TEAM COO trOect(*Of
tie Paw similbdcr 0,1,Y
; _ Preelue11118tekled Ref raft& MAIM Re '
,
oe Pam

I:I ."1 \%

SATURDAY, JUNE 27TH -10:00AM

LF al

REAL ESTATE A1.9004/.54 Ft. Brick/Siding Home Featurng 3 Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Foyer.
Dining Area Stoic Bay Windovr. Formal Living Room. Kitchen, Utety Area, Family Room
w/ Brick Gas Log Fireplace. Sunfoom. Central H/A & A 23'05 Attached Garages! Automatic
Overhead Doa & Attic Storage Exterior Features Include A Covered Front Porch. Concrete
Driveway. Brick Patio, Deck.15x30' Workshop Overhead Dcor. Electncity & Sitting Area And I.
12%10' S'
. Hein Al Of
'
i- as Is Situated On A Mature, Lmdscaped 097 Acre
In The
Pinter,
-n
-•
REAL ESTATE OFFERED AT 1000 AM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE
PORTABLE CARPORT - FURNITURE - GLASSWARE -

itedert
MA RI

CHAVIS

L\%%\ CAR,

A 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOME & WORKSHOP ON 0.97 ACRES!
LOCATED IN A PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD BETWEEN HAYFIELD
8 MURRAY! EASY ACCESS TO THE HWY.80 FOUR LANE!

(270) 759-0890

NEAL ESTATE 8 AUCTION

CLEAN CUT

Kr Take KY421 NOM)9.1 testes Then Tum Right On Pleo'ye Lane Then Turn Right
On Anecreek Lane And Proceed To Auction Site Signs Posted,

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

www.chavisauctions.com

IRI

270-293-4256
home
NEED
your
cleaned? I can help
you! Whole
home
cleaning
or
partial
cleaning
home
References available
270-227-0684

MalsaalatitsommortlaUllasidsolld
James C.Sallow,

Furniture, Glassware, Quilts, Several Dolls,
Ken Holland And Neil Holland Prints, Capadamonte Pcs,
Brass Pcs, Tools, Hand Tools, Pots & Pans,

www.hillelectric.com

Terry D. Paschall KY Broker,Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license #6684 TN Firm #5816
270-767-9923

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Auction to be held at National Guard Armory.
We will keep you dry and cool

JUNE 26 & 27 2015 10:00AM EACH DAY

11111mi:4
smid
11)NV I K
Is

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

1501 121N. MURRAY, KY

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY
AUCTION

1 R \ I
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Brookhaven Dr

815 Bagwell Blvd.
SAT.(6/27) 7AM-7
Wommit's clothing and acceimmes
household items and lots more

flenry.51
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1708 Doran Rd.South
SAT.(6/27) 8AM-NOON
Furtuture.moving sale' Queen bedroom
suit, tables bookcases, sofa, chair dining
table & chasm tools

0

lidger

Keenland Dr

Edinborough Dr

705 Nancy Dr.
Woodgate Subdivision
FRI.(6/26)& SAT.(6/27)
6AM-1PM
2- piuty yard sale' Furniture Christmas,
grill, clothes, toys. too much to hat
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repairs,
washing,
general
too small.

COUNTY SALES
Chaucer Dr
498 Wells Purdom Dr. Almo
THURS.(6/25)& FRI.(6/26)
7AM-2P1111
No early sales Dishes, twin bed
clothes, books. Chnstmas houses
cookware. TV DVD player
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Part 2: A state-by-state look at
governors' trade trips abroad

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, June 26, 2015:
This year you relate in a way that seems irresistible to many people,
but you are unusually assertive. The friends who have known you
for a long time might be unsure how to take the new you. Be sensitive to their adjustment. Your intuition will lead you down the right
path. If you are single, you will expand your horizons by drawing
in many new types of people. Know that this birthday year presents
a noteworthy romantic possibility that you don't want to miss. If you
are attached, the two of you often can be seen out and about enjoying each other's company. Your ability to understand each other
grows. SCORPIO draws out your innate sensuality.

The Associated Press
NEVADA
U.S. governors have taken or scheduled about 80 trips abroad
Republican Gov, Brian Sandoval is planning a five-country
since the start of 2014, generally focused on boosting exports or European trip July 18 to Aug. 2 that will
include more than 60 peorecruiting businesses to their states. Here's a look at what each gov- ple. His administration says the trip will focus
on manufacturing,
ernor has done.
water technology, mining, information technology and tourism. The
MARYLAND
cost to the state for Sandoval, his staff and economic-development
Republican Gov. Larry Hogan, who took office in January, led his officials is projected between $150,000 and $175,000,
which will be
first trade trip May 26 through June 6 to South Korea, China and supplemented by private donations through the
nonprofit Success The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Japan. The 36-person delegation included his wife, who is Korean, Nevada. Business and higher education officials are
paying their Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
nearly a dozen university officials and 15 business leaders, includ- own way. Sandoval led a two-day trade trip to Canada
in April 2014, ARIES(March 21-April 19)
ing several from the energy company Dominion and two from a focused partly on showcasing the drone technology of Nevada
com- ***** One-on-one relating marks the difference between sucbusiness that has been working with a Japanese firm to bring high- panies and researchers.
cess and failure. Your fiery side emerges when dealing with a partspeed trains to the northeastern U.S. Their agenda included more
ner who could be very irritating. Reach out to someone who gives
NEW JERSEY
than 40 scheduled events. The cost: $140,000 to the state, plus addiGov. Chris Christie, a potential Republican presidential candidate, you helpful, compassionate feedback.
tional unspecified costs paid by businesses.
took three foreign trips in five months. He traveled to Mexico last TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
MASSACHUSETTS
September, Canada in December and the United Kingdom in ***** Your ability to get past an emotional matter unscathed will
Republican Gov. Charlie Baker took office in January. He has no February. The three trips combined cost taxpayers nearly $124,000 be tested. Share more of what you feel is needed. Anger could bubble up from out of nowhere. Try to discuss what is going on. Use
trips abroad planned.
for,Christie's security and his official photographer. Christie's travel caution with mechanical equipment, as you
could be accident-prone.
MICHIGAN
was paid for by Choosc No+ Jersey, a nonprofit group composed of GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Republican Gov. Rick Snyder traveled this week to Canada. He 'corporations and utilides,"§ome of which have received lucrative **** Your focus is on completion rather than initiating. Stay on top
led a delegation in November to China, his fourth trip to that coun- state tax incentives. Christie's office declined to say how much of your finances. You are walking a rocky road, and determination
try since taking office in 2011. He also traveled last year to Italy and Choose New Jersey paid for his travel. He met with President counts. At the risk of exhausting yourself, you'll do what is needed.
Germany for a trip focused primarily on the automotive industry. Enrique Pena Nieto in Mexico and Prime Minister David Cameron Be aware of the implications of your actions.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Snyder's administration has not yet provided details on the costs of in the United Kingdom, where he also attended a soccer match.
**** You beam in whatever you decide is necessary. You might
those trips. A 2013 trip to China and Japan cost $251,000, nearly
NEW HAMPSHIRE
have the luxury of choosing what you want to do, for a change. Your
$219,000 of which was covered by money the Michigan Economic
Democratic Gov. Maggie Hassan traveled to Turkey in June 2014 diligence counts and allows you more flexibility. Let spontaneity and
Development Corp. receives from the profits of American Indian with representatives from seven New Hampshire businesses. The imagination merge to make an idea possible.
casinos. The rest came from the nonprofit Michigan Economic trip sparked controversy because it came just a month after Hassan LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Development Foundation, whose various business donors include issued a ban on out-of-state travel because of an expected budget **** Stay centered when dealing with a personal matter. Some of
Detroit's big three automakers. Snyder says his China trips have led shortfall. The governor's office said the $15,000 cost of the trip you might want to take your time to evaluate a real estate proposito several projects, including a $56 million expansion by YanFeng already had been budgeted. The itinerary included more than 100 tion. Your instincts will guide you through some difficult decisions.
Try not to sit on your feelings.
USA Automotive Trim Systems that could create more than 500 meetings for businesses, although no specific deals have been pub- VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
jobs. He is tentatively planning trips later this year to China, Japan, licly announced. The state is planning a trade trip to Colombia in **** You naturally choose the right words. Your
insightful comGermany and Italy.
October, but Hassan is not going along.
ments will draw in others who appreciate your feedback. However,
MINNESOTA
we all have our critics, and you might discover that one person
NEW MEXICO
Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton is planning an August trade trip to
Republican Gov. Susana Martinez has taken several quick trips strongly disagrees with you. Work through your differences.
Mexico that his administration says will focus on "strengthening across the border to meet with officials in neighboring Mexican LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
business, education and cultural ties." The trip will cost business states. On April 15, she participated in an event marking the com- *** Be aware of what is going on. You might believe that you that
are responsibly following through on a particular matter, but in realiattendees $2,800 each. The state is seeking trade mission sponsors pletion of a highway bypass around the Mexican city of Chihuahua ty something
else is going on. An element of possessiveness or a
to cover its costs.
that officials hope will boost trade throughout the region. She also need for control is playing into your thoughts and actions.
MISSISSIPPI
discussed economic-development issues at meetings in April and SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Republican Gov. Phil Bryant was part of a 26-person delegation to August of joint commissions with Mexican officials. The state costs **** You might want to get to the bottom of a problem. Detach
and take an overview of what is going on, and make strong choices.
Japan for a meeting of the Southeast U.S.-Japan Association last for the three trips totaled $17,438.
Honor a difference of opinion, which is likely the result of communiSeptember, a year after the state hosted the annual conference. The
NEW YORK
issues and new interests.
cation
state said the costs were covered by donors, including AT&T,
Democratic Gov. Andrew Cuomo in April became the first U.S.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Chevron and Nissan. Leading the trip with Bryant was construction governor to visit Cuba since an easing of relations with the commu- **** You could be
taken aback by a situation that startles
and
company executive William Yates III, co-chairman of the meeting nist country. With him were executives from JetBlue, Pfizer and calls for your attention. Go within to determine the source you
of your
and a significant political contributor to Bryant and the Republican other New York-based companies. Shortly before his re-election last knee-jerk response. There is more going on here than you are aware
Party. Bryant also led a trade trip in November to Israel, where he fall, Cuomo traveled in October to the Dominican Republic to show of. Be sensitive to others' needs as well.
met with the prime minister and spoke at the International Dominicans in New York his "respect for their community and ori- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Conference on Homeland Security. The costs: nearly $20,000 from gins." He traveled to Israel in August with legislative leaders, pub- ***** How you deal with someone reflects who you are.
state funds, nearly $19,000 from the U.S. Small Business lisher Mort Zuckerman and others as a "demonstration of solidarity" Someone with high energy could challenge you. Ask yourself what
you expect from this person. Try to gain a better understanding of
Administration, more than $6,500 from businesses and an undis- with that country. The state has not yet provided costs for the trips. where he or she is coming from.
closed amount from the Mississippi Partnership for Economic Cuomo says he plans additional trips to China. Canada and Italy.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
NORTH CAROLINA
Development.
**** You might be taken aback by all the activity around you.
Republican Gov. Pat McCrory, who took office in 2013, made his Plans that you previously had made easily could go up in smoke.
MISSOURI
Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon led a trade trip in March to Italy. first trade trip abroad in January to the United Kingdom. His admin- Your ability to understand what is happening within your immediate
Spain and Germany and was traveling to the Paris Air Show this istration has declined to elaborate on his meetings there with com- environment will mark the next few days.
week. He went last year to Canada. His costs for the trips were cov- pany executives, describing them as competitive economic-develop- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your thoughts float to those at a
ered by the nonprofit Hawthorn Foundation, which is financed by ment matters while citing a state law that allows records to remain about. Put more effort into understanding distance whom you care
the long-term direction of
many of the state's largest businesses. It reported $118,162 in closed during ongoing business recruitment efforts. The state paid a decision. You see events quite differently from the majority of peoexpenses for "trade mission support" in 2014. It declined to disclose about $9,000 for the trip.
NORTH DAKOTA
specific costs for each of Nixon's trips. Business officials who went
The last trade trip for Republican Gov. Jack Dalrymple was in
along on the European trip were billed up to $6,500 for help arranging meetings with prospective overseas business partners. Nixon June 2013, when he led a 21-person delegation to Norway. More
recently touted one result: Piva Group, an Italian maker of vinyl than one-third of the participants were from the city of Minot, which
housing materials, plans to open its first U.S. manufacturing facili- hosts an annual Scandinavian festival. The state's costs exceeded
$8,600. The first lady and business officials paid their own way.
ty in Missouri, employing up to 122 people.
OHIO
MONTANA
Gov. John Kasich, a potential Republican presidential candidate,
Democratic Gov. Steve Bullock led at 19-person delegation to several Chinese cities last September. Going along were business lead- hasn't taken anything that he defines as a "trade mission" since takers from oil and grain companies, a distillery and a tourism compa- ing office in 2011. But Kasich did travel in January 2013 to
ny that brings Chinese travelers to Yellowstone and Glacier nation- Switzerland for the World Economic Forum. The $25,304 tab was
al parks. The state costs totaled nearly $50,000, with business dele- paid by JobsOhio, the state's privatized jobs agency. The governor's
gates paying an additional $86,000 for their expenses. In July 2014, office says it helped persuade three businesses to invest $58.5 milBullock attended the Pacific Northwest Economic Region summit in lion in Ohio, creating 509 jobs.
OKLAHOMA
Canada, with his accommodations paid by the regional nonprofit
Republican Gov. Mary Fallin was traveling in June to the Paris Air
group that organized the gathering. He announced that the 2015 conShow,Germany and Italy. It was her first trip abroad since attending
ference will be hosted in Montana.
SADIE:
BLUE:
the 2013 air show. "These shows are where decision-makers meet,"
NEBRASKA
Black and Tan
Black Labrador
said
Oklahoma
former
Amentrade
TD
Ricketts,
Science
a
executive
Technology
and
Pete
Gov.
Republican
Secretary Stephen
Coonhound Mix • five
Retriever • Adult• Male
who took office in January, went on his first trade trip in June to McKeever. Fallin's costs are being covered by the nonprofit
months • Female
Oklahoma
Business Roundtable. For her previous trip, the state paid
Italy, Belgium and Denmark. The cost to the state was projected at
SHELTER HOURS:
$55,000. More than three dozen people were going along, with busi- $17,239 for four Commerce Department staff to go along. The state
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
nesses responsible for paying their own way. The trade trip had an says companies reported $100,000 in immediate sales as a result of
For more information corded
agricultural emphasis. Ricketts hopes to take more trips. He said: the 2013 trade show but forecast millions more.
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
(OTHER STATES WILL FOLLOW IN A LATER EDI"Expanding the number of trade missions is a priority of my adminat(270) 759-4141
TION)
istration."
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Looking Back
Tem years ago
Conductor Eric Swisher is shown
directing one of the many groups
that performed during the Murray
State Trumpet Workshop Ensemble
Concert at Murray State University.
Shown with Swisher is Murray
High School's Matt Jordan and
Calloway County High School's
Mary Coleman.
Joyce Rushing recently retired
from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after 23 years of service.
Rushing worked 18 years in
Environmental Services before
transferring to the Food Service
Department working as a food service aide. Pictured with Rushing is
Anne Newberry, director of food
service at MCCH.
Calloway County High School
graduate Tyler Collins helped the
Louisiana Monroe water skiing
team to a national championship
last fall.
Pictured are Mattie and Colton
Adams with the bass they caught
while fishing in the family pond in
Kirksey.
Twenty years ago
Three local girls were among the
top finishers at the Lone Oak Tennis
Association's Junior Open in June.
Elizabeth Blackford and Leigh
Haverstock teamed up to win the
girls 16 doubles division while
Blackford finished fourth in the
girls 16 singles. Ann Taylor took
second in the girls 14 singles division.
Pictured is Mickey Boggess with
the 32-pound catfish he caught in
Kentucky Lake.
Pictured is Tolie Gilliam, Mike
Farmer, John Hart and Bill Gage as
they operate their ham radios during
the American Radio Relay League
contest and marathon.
Rebecca Hillyer was crowned
queen of the .1995 Freedom Fest
Beauty Pageant. First runner-up
was Taryn Hansen, second runnerup was Lacey Cavitt, third runnerup was LaCosta Beane and fourth
'runner-up was Heather Wynn
Thirty years ago
Stanford Andrus and Donna

Jackson were presented plaques by
the Murray-Calloway County board
of commissioners in recognition of
their years of service on the board.
A millage tax will be levied on all
real property in Calloway County at
a rate of five mills per hundred following approval of an ordinance
which will raise $17369 requested
by the Calloway County Soil and
Water Conservation District.
Virgil Stewart of Murray will celebrate his 96th birthday on June 30.
A no-hit shutout by Mitch Grogan
and a four-hitter by Chuck Adams
helped the Murray-Calloway Senior
Babe ruth team defeat previously
unbeaten Huntingdon,Tennessee.
Forty years ago
Fire destroyed the J.T. Todd
Clean-Up Shop on Highway 121
South at Locust Grove this morning.
William Lee "Bill" Allbritten,
newly appointed director of testing
at Murray State University. was
awarded his Ph.D. at the University
of Northern Colorado.
Clara M. Eagle will exhibit her
handmade jewelry at the Sixth
Annual Arts and Crafts Festival at
Land Between the Lakes.
Fifty years ago
"Frank Lancaster treated some
folks to coffee last night at the new
Holiday Inn. The Inn will be a definite asset to Murray," from the column "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Mike and Gayle Rayburn are pictured on a cruise ship, the SS
Bahama State, while on a cruise
from Miami to Nassau.
Sixty years ago
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tipton Miller, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bailey Jr., and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wade
Joseph.
"Earl Littleton is not running for
re-election as a city councilman. He
has been a city councilman for a
number of years," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.

Burden of supporting family
keeps teen under mom's roof
DEAR ABBY: I'm almost 20.
I have a well-paying job and live
with my mother in a small town.
My issue is I don't know how to
break away from her.
My older siblings still live
here, too. They don't help pay
rem,utilities, groceries or anything.
Mom and I pay for everything in
a house of six
people. My
boyfriend and
I have discussed living
together, but
I don't know
how I will
ever be able
to leave. No
one else helps
Mom, and I
don't want her
to lose the
By Abigail
house.
Van Buren
I know the
solution
is
"everyone will have to pay their
way." But they don't, and Mom
won't enforce it. I want to help
her because she's my mother, but
I have my own life and I can't
stay here forever.
How should I approach this with
her? I don't want there to be bad
feelings. I don't know if I'm selfish wanting to move in with my
boyfriend, but I want a life of
my own. -- STUCK IN THE
WEST
DEAR STUCK: If your mother can't keep her house on her
own, there are serious problems
ahead for her. If she doesn't have
the income to afford it, she may
have to find a job or sell it.
It should not be your responsibility to support the family. Your
siblings aren't contributing to the
household because your mother
has been enabling them to avoid
it. Have a private conversation
with her. Tell her you plan to
move out, so you are giving her
plenty of notice and a departure
date.
I caution you, however, against

Dear Abby

moving in with your boyfriend if
it's because of a desire to escape
this unfair situation. It would be
better for you to be economically independent and have experienced living on your own before
moving in with anyone. That way.
you will be less vulnerable should
the romance not work out as envisioned, because not all of them
do.
••••••

DEAR ABBY: One of my
friends who I work with is getting married this summer. She
recently asked me for my address
and, since we also went to school
together, asked me to give her a
few other friends' addresses as well.
So imagine my surprise when my
friends all received invitations to
her wedding in the mail and . I
did not.
I think it's possible that my
invitation legitimately was lost in
the mail or it may have been an
honest oversight. However, I realize it's also possible that she wants
to keep her wedding small and
decided against inviting me.
How do I politely ask if I'm
invited to her wedding? I've tried
bringing up the subject in conversation at work, but I'm afraid
it would be rude to directly ask
if I'm still invited. I consider her
a good friend and get along great
with her fiance, so I'm thinking
it was an honest mistake. -- TIRED
OF BEING "MINNESOTA NICE"
DEAR TIRED: I don't think
that being direct would be rude.
Because you consider her a good
friend, ask whether your wedding
invitation could have been lost in
the mail because it's possible it
may have been. If she responds
that you are not invited, you'll
not only know where you stand,
but also that SHE is NOT "Minnesota Nice."
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.

Today in History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 25,
the 176th day of 2015. There are
189 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 25, 1950, war broke
out in Korea as forces from the
communist North invaded the
South.
On this date:
In 1788. Virginia ratified the
U.S. Constitution.
In 1876, Lt. Col. Colonel
George A. Custer and is 7th Cavalry were wiped out by Sinax and
Cheyenne Indians in the Battle of

the Little Bighorn in Montana.
In 1910, President William
Howard Taft signed the WhiteSlave Traffic Act, more popularly known as the Mann Act, which
made it illegal to transport women
across state lines for "immoral"
purposes.
In 1938, the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 was enacted.
In 1943, Congress passed, over
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's
veto, the Smith-Connally AntiStrike Act, which allowed the federal government to seize and operate privately owned war plants
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facing labor strikes.
In 1959. spree killer Charles
Starkweather, 20, was put to death
in Nebraska's electric chair.
In 1962,the US.Supreme Court
ruled that recitation of a statesponsored prayer in New York State
public schools was unconstitutional.
In 1990, the U.S. Supreme
Court. in its first "right-to-die" decision, ruled that family members
could be barred from ending the
lives of persistently comatose relatives who had not made their wishes known conclusively.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: My trol basic functions needed for
grandmother has Alzheimer's dis- survival. When these brain areas
ease. Over the past few years I are affected, swallowing, walking
have watched the disease take a and coordination become impaired.
Twenty-five years ago, we knew
toll on her judgment, memory,
even her personality. How does that the brain cells that do the thinkAlzheimer's wreak so much havoc ing -- neurons -- communicate
with one another using chemicals
in the brain'?
neurotransmitters.
As
DEAR READER: In the past called
25 years, medical science has Alzheimer's disease takes hold,levlearned a great deal about what els of one neurotransmitter, called
causes acetylcholine, drop sharply. WithAlzheimer's out enough acetylcholine, differdisease. ent areas of the brain cannot comBefore that, municate normally with one anothwe basically er.
We also knew that there were
knew just that
the brains of two unusual microscopic strucpeople with tures in the brains of people with
this disease, Alzheimer's, called plaques and
viewed with a tangles. We knew that plaques
microscope, contained a chemical called amysome loid beta, and that tangles conhad
unusual fea- tained a chemical called tau. (I've
By
We put an illustration showing the
tures.
Dr. Anthony
that
the plaques and tangles of Alzheimer's
knew
Komaroff
disease disease on my website, AskDoccaused brain cells to die prema- torK scorn.)
Finally, we knew that areas of
turely, but we didn't know why.
Today. I think we are closing in the. brain with lots of plaques and
on understanding some major caus- tangles were most likely to have
es (if not all of the causes) of dead neurons. In advanced
Alzheimer's, the loss of neurons
brain cell death.
Early on, Alzheimer's disease is so dramatic that the brain actuaffects the brain's limbic system ally shrinks. So there was cirand cerebral neocortex. The lim- cumstantial evidence, but no proof,
bic system is central to memory that amyloid beta and tau might
and learning. It also links emo- be important causes of the death
tions and behavior. It is the line of neurons.
between what we want to do and
In the past 25 years, scientists
what we actually do. The cere- have obtained strong evidence that
bral neocortex controls conscious amyloid beta and tau really are
thought. Damage to this area leads important causes of the death of
to problems with language, math brain cells. And scientists have
and reasoning.
discovered several other brain molOngoing
communication ecules that are also important. I
between the limbic system and neo- predict you'll be hearing more
cortex links thinking and emo- about apolipoprotein e4 (ApoE4)
tions. The back-and-forth between and a gene regulator called REST
memory and emotion, thought and (you don't want to know the full
action, is the foundation of per- scientific name).
sonality. That's why damage to
If these molecules are all importhese two areas is so devastating. tant in causing Alzheimer's disOther parts of the brain are ease, then targeting them with
not affected until later in the dis- new drugs may someday prevent
ease, Examples include the brain- and even reverse the disease.
stem and cerebellum, which con-
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hear about news from family. Today it's instant!
Please remember, depending on your security settings, who may see what you post. Think — do
you really want the world (or boss) to know about
your surgery, divorce, illness or financial situation?
If your posts are restricted to those you trust, then
it should not be worrisome.
Know that most potential employers and college
recruiters look to social media. They will be checking what you are doing.
Don't post about going on vacation; post about
having BEEN on vacation.
Have fun, but be safe. — Heloise
HAIR, APPARENTLY
Dear Heloise: My daughter's hair dryer was always
cutting off after about 60 seconds. I noticed that
the vents for the air intake were clogged with lint
and dust. I unplugged the dryer and used an old
toothbrush to scrape away the debris, and now her
dryer does not quit in 60 seconds. This saved her
from having to buy another one. — Louis G. III
in San Antonio
PINCUSHION
Dear Heloise: I had a pretty round throw pillow, sewed a small piece of ribbon on it and hung
it on the wall. It's now my PINCUSHION for costume-jewelry pins. I use old hatpins to hold my
rings. This makes a handy holder. — Patsy B.,
Lubbock, Texas
PREVENT STINKY WASHER
Dear Heloise: I have a top-loader washer. When
I am done washing, I leave the lid open. I've never
had mold or mildew, and my washer is eight years
old!
Lois in Hammond. Ind.
Send a hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San
Antonio, TX 78279-5000.

Proofing mark
Raucous bird
Galley item
"You there!"
Conclude
Reckless
Yellow gem
First letter
Without aid
Take the wrong way?
Drive off
Large mob
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Drill part
Numerical prefix
Beatles character
Bridge fee
Church topper
Rash
Sacred bird of Egypt
The piper's son
Swearing-in vow
High rating
Anxious
Sot, for short
— man who wasn't there"
Noted jazz saxophonist
Peaceful protest
Cheated, in slang
Suitable
Swamp
Opt not to charge
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Greenish brown
Lion's pride
Choir voice
Road goo
Flamenco call
Cork sound
Suffered from
Stout relative
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Some statues
Words to the maestro
Silver bar
Dwelling
Cover words
"Graceland" singer
Skirt features
Game piece
Wield
Bat wood
Gazelle's cousin
Vivacity
Gwyneth Paltrow's "Iron Man"
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A GIANT INSECT IS
THREATENING TO
DESTROY THE PLANET!

STICK IT IN THE DIRT!
Dear Heloise: If you don't
have time to vacuum, or it's
too hot, you can use a roll of
DUCT TAPE OR MASKING
TAPE to pick up any obvious
crumbs, bits of paper, etc. —
Mary E., Albany, N.Y.
Mary, duct tape to the rescue again! I was in your lovely city and Troy, N.Y., in March
and met some wonderful people.
Here is a hint I picked up on a visit to the Albany
Times Union: If you can't wash out your coffee
cup (especially at work), be sure to rinse ow, then
wipe dry with a paper towel. Brilliant — no yucky
buildup.' — Heloise
INTERNET AGE
Dear Readers: The age of the Internet and social
networking is upon us. It can be an equalizer (as
the printing press was), allowing people from all
economic and education levels, locations or situations to have access to information. However, there
is a lot of GOOD and BAD info out there — trust
me! Anyone can start a website and pose (and
post) as an expert when they are not. lie seen
bad, wrong and dangerous information presented
as "fact" when I know its not correct. Please,
think twice and check several sites, especially ones
you can trust, before trying something that can be
harmful.
What about social networking? Oh, so many
places to let the world know what you are doing!
This again is truly a new way to keep in touch,
as the Postal Service and PONY EXPRESS were
long ago. Way hack then, one waited months to
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Research on Alzheimer's disease
yields important insights

